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Dear investor,

After a turbulent year in the wake of the pandemic and 
the emergence of conflict on Europe’s eastern borders, 
our commitment to esg remains stronger than ever. 
The geopolitical crisis which seems to have supplanted 
the now thankfully waning health crisis continues to 
shine a light on how globally connected the world re-
mains and the importance of keeping esg at the core. 
We are experiencing an acceleration of many of the 
themes, especially energy transition, that have been un-
derlying the global agenda and are particularly relevant 
for infrastructure investors. Themes that we believe will 
remain relevant for the long-term and will require an 
ongoing focus for esg in retaining the viability and sus-
tainability of the macro and micro landscape. We have 
seen more attention to many of these themes, which are 

Asterion’s focus, through new regulation, re-directing of public funding and government declarations for ongo-
ing investment needs in certain sectors with the goal of building a more sustainable, green, digital, and resilient 
Europe. This is a confirmation that these will be long-term lasting trends and furthermore providing tailwinds 
for the infrastructure sector and the role of private capital.

In this context, the role of private companies is becoming increasingly relevant, as we shift to a stakeholder-centric 
model in which companies are expected to create value for the wider stakeholders, having a key role in addressing 
global challenges. Asterion, on the basis of its purpose and strategy, is well positioned to embrace the role that is 
required from companies today, creating value in strategic industries based on the premise that investment can 
act as driver of economic development, by using the transformational power of investment to make an impact.

We continue to operate with our vision, mission, and purpose with esg as a central component of our culture 
and values. We have furthered our goal of esg target setting, measuring, and strengthening our esg position in 
our portfolio, Asterion itself and with all of our stakeholders. We are more conscious than ever that volatility and 
disruption can come at any moment and appreciate the global nature of its impact including the effects on what 
could otherwise be considered as local infrastructure. Equally, we are conscious of the importance of ensuring 
the Asterion investment strategy continues to combine financial soundness coupled with a fundamental sustain-
ability focus.

In the last 12 months we are proud to have achieved a significant step forward in our esg journey, by strengthen-
ing and formalizing many of our esg processes with our portfolio companies, formally becoming approved as an 

LETTER FROM  
THE FOUNDERS
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sfdr1 article 8 Fund for Fund ii – one of the first private markets funds to achieve this in Spain – and starting to 
measure and report on selected esg kpis across the Asterion footprint. While we have yet to include Fund i within 
one of the sfdr classifications, we are proud that its portfolio companies are very aligned with sfdr criteria for 
article 8 and, regardless of the final classification, we have committed to treat the portfolio as if the Fund were 
already an article 8 fund. 

Our commitment to esg manifests itself in our investment themes, our internal processes, and how we conduct 
ourselves with our wider stakeholder communities. Looking across the portfolio, thematically we continue to 
pursue our focus on energy efficiency, energy transition and digital access and connectivity. Through Fund ii 
so far, we have expanded Asterion’s portfolio with an investment in a solar self-consumption platform in Barter, 
providing fibre access to rural communities in the Humber region of the uk through ms3 and contributing to 
the energy transition through the ccgt partnership with Total in France. With that, through Fund i and Fund 
ii together, we now cover over 5gw of renewable generation, 5gw of flexible generation in 4 European markets as 
well as over 30k km of rural network connections, >330k home passed in uk and Spain and dc capacity of over 
40mw in 7 countries with future deployment in mind.

Our focus remains on furthering the coverage for an even greater e, s and g impact in our target markets. With 
the benefit of one year more of work and progress, it is great to see the carbon footprint of Asterion per employee 
being reduced. And as with Asterion, we continue to focus on measurement and reduction of emissions in the 
portfolio companies, and an ongoing focus on net zero plans. We have strived for greater gender equality in the 
C-Suite and at board level, with increased diversity and equality statistics throughout the portfolio employee 
bases. We maintain our transparent and ethical governance practices coupled with strong alignment through 
management equity or equity-like plans.

As a continued commitment to making esg a fully integrated part of our approach, we have also taken steps with-
in the Asterion organization to ensure alignment on esg matters is fully observed. Our enhanced remuneration 
policy encompasses a defined proportion of compensation that is directly linked to the achievement of esg targets 
and will form a critical part of ensuring the delivery of these goals. 

In conclusion, if we highlighte specific goal setting, measuring, and reporting as a concrete way of establishing 
a firm commitment to esg, we believe 2021 has been a successful year of implementation and we are proud that 
we can look back on the last 12 months in the comfort that we are doing our bit.

Looking ahead, both Asterion and the industry face important challenges as the esg integration journey pro-
gresses. Industry-wise, standardization at European and global level is necessary, as is the focus on providing 
quantitative data. The significant progress being made at eu level through sfdr regulation and eu Taxonomy is 
an important step, although it poses new challenges such as the measurement of the impact in relation to the 
social taxonomy currently being developed. For Asterion, the focus for next year remains on continuing to build a 
better and more robust reporting, with the goal of being able to quantify the impact on environmental and social 
matters as a result of our strategy.

As we always say, it is sometimes better to travel than to arrive and in this case our journey is only just beginning. 

Yours sincerely,

1SFDR (Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation) refers to the Regulation EU 2019/2088 on sustainability-related disclosure in the financial services sector. 
Article 8 Funds commit to promote environmental or social characteristics, as well as good governance practices within the companies in which the investments 
are made.

Jesús Olmos Clavijo Winnie Wutte Guido Mitrani
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ABOUT ASTERION 

Asterion Industrial Partners is an independent investment management firm focusing on infrastructure invest-
ments in the European mid-market. Its strategy is mainly focused on the telecom, energy & utilities and mobility 
sectors, across Iberia, Italy, France, and the uk (opportunistically rest of Europe). Headquartered in Madrid and 
with presence in London and Paris, Asterion combines transactional and operational experience with an industri-
al approach and active asset management within an independent and nimble platform. Asterion aims to promote 
operational transparency, responsible investment practices, best-in-class governance, and a strong culture both for 
itself and in the companies in which it invests.

Since its inception, Asterion has aimed to become a reference in the sector by inspiring change, especially through 
its corporate culture and singular way of doing things “The Asterion Way”. As such, Asterion’s founders envi-
sioned the firm as a facilitator between the financial capability of investors, reinforced by the industrial knowledge 
and experience of its management team, and the value generation ability of companies included in the portfolio. 
This idea can be summarized in Asterion’s corporate purpose of delivering differentiated risk adjusted returns 
using “the transformational power of investment” to make an impact and fostering a very strong culture.

 
CORPOR ATE PURPOSE ,  MISSION AN D VISION
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differentiated risk 
adjusted returns.

Using the 
transformational 
power of 
investment to 
make an impact

Fostering a very 
strong culture

Invest in European 
Infrastructure with 
a deep focus on 
what we do best:

Using our network 
and skillset.
Focus on our target 
size, sectors and 
markets.
Applying our 
industrial approach.

Become a 
reference 
infrastructure 
player for the 
European mid 
market, driving 
the energy 
transition and 
digitalisation 
agenda.
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Change Agent In Society

Head & Heart Team

Agile & Aligned Partner
PORTFOL IO

PEOPLE

INVESTORS & 
STAKEHOLDERS

We are excellent, tenacious and passionate at what we do.

We are and we look for diverse, genuine and good people.

We like to challenge, motivate and enjoy working together.

We contribute to a greener and sustainable economy.

We embrace rigorous esg practices in the portfolio.

We empower our portfolio partners and share success.

We align our interests with investors with full transparency.

We build long-term relationships based on the word given.

We are focused and make agile decisions.

a b o u t  a s t e r i o n

At Asterion, we stand by our values in everything we do, from the way our internal processes are implemented, 
to how we conduct business, and how we relate with the different stakeholders. Our values are rooted in demon-
strating that we can be successful with our culture and because of our culture. 

These values are aligned across the team, our portfolio and with our partners and in so doing, we apply esg with-
in the foundations of Asterion. As an organisation, our team fosters diversity and inclusion, and our approach is 
committed to alignment of interests, transparency, and partnership. We believe this is not only required to deliver 
our business model, but essential in terms of being able to deliver on sustainable esg and use the transformational 
power of investment to make a positive impact. Asterion strives to be a change agent in society, partnering with 
its portfolio companies to create best-in-class businesses that not only deliver high quality services but also do it 
on a way that is sensitive to how their actions affect society (its employees, the environment, local communities, 
etc.). 

The Asterion Way lays on a strong set of values built around three axes: (i) head and heart team, (ii) agile and 
aligned partner and (iii) change agent in society. 

Corporate values are listed below:
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Asterion’s key differentiator, its industrial approach, together with the strong culture and way of working, is inti-
mately linked to the team and how it has been built. 

Asterion has today a team of 37 professionals (30 as of December 31st 2021), hand-picked through the founders’ 
network, with diverse backgrounds that convey financial and industrial experience. As a matter of fact, in 2021, 
we reached the landmark of having people in the team from 14 nationalities2  working together and a rate of 57% 
of women, which features the social pledge rooted in our culture.

The team and its culture have been key elements in Asterion’s success, and they will continue to be so in the fu-
ture, being one of our challenges to maintain the culture and values as the company continues to grow.   

a b o u t  a s t e r i o n

Diverse And Experienced Team

14 30

>550 
Nationalities Team Members

Years Of Collective 
Experience

57/43 
Women/ Men Ratio

>80%
Of Senior Investment Team 
With Industrial Experience

Team Growth

32%  
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OUR 
COMMITMENT  
TO ESG

Asterion believes it is its duty to responsibly manage third-party capital by positively contributing to the broad-
er economy, the environment and society through the management of its portfolio companies and of Asterion as 
a company itself. To that end, our commitment to esg management is central to our strategy and fully integrated 
in all investment processes and operations. Asterion gives us the opportunity to use the transformational power 
of investment to contribute to improving society while delivering attractive returns to our investors.

As evidence of this commitment, Asterion became a signatory of un’s Principles for Responsible Investment 
in February 2020 and follows its guidelines throughout its investment, portfolio management and divestment 
processes, as well as within the management of the company. The firm also follows ilpa industry guidelines and 
best practices to foster transparency and good governance.

Infrastructure assets and businesses provide a critical public service and have a wide-reaching impact on societal 
development and well-being. In addition to this intrinsic social value, we believe that as investors and owners of 
these businesses, it is in our hands to promote and further esg through an active and positive governance model. 
esg integration into the investment process and the day-to-day management of our business and portfolio com-
panies is a fundamental requirement of our business model, in addition to producing differentiated returns for 
our investors. 

The world is facing a growing number of complex global challenges including climate change and social inequal-
ity. esg management is an effective tool for mitigating and managing those risks, as well as becoming a source 
of new opportunities and competitive advantage. It is key to the sustainability of infrastructure and provides the 
necessary capacity to adapt to a changing and increasingly complex environment. In addition, it has been demon-
strated that companies with good esg management face lower risks and produce higher long-term profitability.

To us, the ultimate reason behind our esg efforts is we consider it our responsibility as firm. It is a practice that 
we wholeheartedly embrace, holding ourselves to high standards and challenging ourselves to make a positive 
contribution to the environment, society and all stakeholders by managing our impact in the best possible way.   
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OUR STRATEGY  
& APPROACH
Asterion’s esg strategy and approach can be structured in 3 levels of action:

APPLYING ESG TH ROUGH 
OUR INVESTME NT TH EMES

Asterion’s investment approach is centered on incor-
porating esg in all business’ verticals, as required by 
regulation and investor focus, and also because it is 
fundamental for a sustainable future. Starting from in-
vestment themes, those within Asterion’s mandate have 
a direct and intrinsic esg alignment. Our investment 
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EClimate Change, 
Shifting to a 
Low-Carbon 
Economy.
 
Delivering 
the Energy 
Transition, 
Green 
Generation 
& Energy 
Efficiency.

Bridging the 
Digital Divide, 
Overcoming the 
Rural Exclusion.

Human Capital 
Investment, 
Job Creation, 
Inclusion, 
Diversity 
and Solving 
Inequality.

Accountability, 
Alignment of 
Interests & 
Shared Success.
 
Positive 
Shareholder 
Governance, 
Good Capital 
Stewardship & 
Transparency.

landscape extends to the most relevant topics affecting 
the different industries we invest in, with strong align-
ment to reference international responsible investment 
guidelines such as un pri, sasb, and the sdgs, as well 
as Asterion’s values. Our sustainability objectives and 
efforts mainly revolve around a list of material topics 
and trends, and potential principal adverse impacts as 
outlined below:

Asterion Central Investment Themes & Characteristics: 
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APPLYING ESG TH ROUGH GOVE RNANC E ,  PROC ESS 
INTEGR ATION & AC TIVE A SSE T M ANAGEME NT

Implementing a sustainability strategy in a company requires organizing structures and processes that ensure 
investment decisions are made according to the defined esg criteria. Asterion is focused on systematically inte-
grating esg into the investment process through its investment team, esg team and ic, as well as aligning training 
and remuneration structures with esg deliverables and targets. Asterion, through its active asset management 
strategy, is well positioned to significantly improve awareness of the importance of esg and to implement process-
es and measures to improve esg related matters within its portfolio. During the various stages of the investment 
process, Asterion considers all relevant esg themes as part of a comprehensive review of an investment opportu-
nity including in the screening, due diligence, ic decision making, post-acquisition, monitoring, and reporting 
(detailed information related to the esg integration process followed by the Asterion team is described in our 
Responsible Investment Policy, available in our website). 
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Winnie Wutte 
Founding Partner

Mónica Olmos 
Principal 

Laia Gispert
Analyst 

In alignment with Asterion’s 
commitment to best-in-class 
esg management, we have 
created a governance structure 
that guarantees esg is being 
considered in every stage of the 
process. esg integration is a shared 
responsibility among all employees 
at Asterion, with the investment 
team being responsible for esg 
management in their investments. 
However, to ensure robustness  

of the process and consistency 
across portfolio companies, 
Asterion’s esg team provides 
constant support and promotes 
esg values across all teams. 
The esg team is comprised by 
Asterion’s esg Ambassador and 
Founding Partner, who oversees 
the implementation of the  
strategy, Asterion’s esg Manager 
and Principal and one of  
Asterion’s Analysts. 
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APPLYING ESG TH ROUGH 
VALUE C RE ATION FOR 
OUR STAKE HOLDE RS AN D 
LOC AL COMMUNITIES

Finally, esg has always been at the forefront of Asteri-
on’s purpose, not only due to its integration throughout 
our investment strategy, but simply because the activi-
ties we invest in, directly contribute to the development 
of society through value creation. Infrastructure assets, 
businesses and projects provide a public good as well as 
having an important and direct impact on economic 
growth, society, suppliers, customers, employees, and 
the environment in the communities in which they op-

erate. Through the management of our portfolio com-
panies, we are actively contributing to the acceleration 
of the energy transition and the development of energy 
efficient solutions, as well as providing digital access 
and connectivity to all, including rural and remote ar-
eas that had no previous connection. 

The tables below show the wide reach of Asterion’s ac-
tivity and impact it has in society today: 

3

12 >6,000
Portfolio 

companies today
Employees

Strong local 
presence in different 
municipalities across 

11 countries

Capital from 
pensioners, 
insurance, 

endowments, >50 
institutions

Helping to address the energy transition and digitalization agendas.

Building companies that are transparent, efficient, inclusive, 
with best-in-class processes and with good culture & values.

Wide Reach Through Our Business And Portfolio Companies
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Creating Value For Society

ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY

ENERGY  
TRANSITION

DIGITALIZATION

Energy efficiency measures in 4.5 
million households in France and 
through c. 950K assets in the uk.

60mw operational & 4.5gw under 
development: wind & solar, Italy, 
France & Spain.

c.11k rural network 
connections in Spain.

6,065k meters installed in 
France & the uk.

80mw operational in peaking 
plants in uk (+40mw under 
construction), 86mw biomass 
plants in uk.

>330k homes passed in rural
fiber in uk & Spain.

4.4gw ccgts in Italy,  
300mw wind plants & 
116mwbiomass plants.

21k km of backbone fiber in 
Italy & Spain.

40mw installed capacity across 
15 dc in 7 countries.

Value creation is further enhanced by our work and 
impact in the communities where we operate. As mem-
bers of our communities, we have the responsibility of 
becoming involved in their development, bridge divi-
sions to ensure a more equal and sustainable society 
and address new opportunities. For this reason, we 
continue to support our program “Asterion for Local 
Communities”. A program we created to support pro-
jects that are close to us and that support our local 

communities, creating a further positive impact in so-
ciety (specific information about the projects we sup-
port can be found in “Asterion for local communities”, 
under Section 5 of this report). 
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A STE  RION’S APPROAC H TO TH E 
REC E NT EU REGUL  ATION SFDR

March 2021 saw Regulation eu 2019/2088, better 
known as sfdr — the Sustainable Finance Disclo-
sure Regulation — formally become applicable. 
The sfdr regulation obliges investment managers 
and advisers to transparently communicate to 
investors whether and how sustainability risks and 
considerations are integrated into the investment 
decision-making process and investment products 
themselves. The objective is to allow investors to 
make well-informed decisions about the potential 
sustainability impacts of their investments, 
improving transparency and pre-venting the so-
called “greenwashing”. The regulation mandates 
transparency by the investment manager regarding 
progress in achieving sustainability objectives and 
principal adverse impacts of investments. Asterion’s 
investment philosophy, where infrastructure and esg 
are a natural symbiosis to make a positive impact on 
society, aligns perfectly with the new sfdr transpar-
ency requirements.

In this regard, Asterion is proud to announce that 
its Fund ii has been registered by the regulator 
(cnmv) as an Article 8 fund under sfdr, being one 
of the first private markets funds to achieve this 
classification in Spain, which certifies the fund 
promotes environmental or social characteristics, as 
well as good governance practices within the 
companies in which the invest-ments are made.

Additionally, while we have yet to classify Fund I in 
one of the categories under sfdr (article 6, 8 or 9), 
we are working towards applying the same 
standards in Fund i as in Fund ii, that is, treating 
both Funds as Ar-ticle 8. Fund i is expected to update 
its documentation in the coming months in order to 
be classified under one of the sfdr articles. 

To comply with this regulation, and with Fund ii 
being classified under Article 8, Asterion is required to 
follow numerous obligations related to 
Environmental, Social and Governance criteria 
including, among others: 

• Its portfolio companies must demonstrate good 
governance practices.

• Its investments cannot cause significant harm to 
any of the environmental or social objectives 
de-fined by the eu Taxonomy (See “eu 
Taxonomy” figure for further detail)

The eu Taxonomy, current-
ly being further developed, is 
a new European regulation 
which constitutes one of the 
cornerstones for both the Euro-
pean Green Deal as well as the 
eu Action Plan on Sustainable 
Finance. Its ultimate goal is to 
help shift the capital flow to-
wards more sustainable invest-
ments in the eu. In order to do 
so, the eu Taxonomy provides 
guidance on when an activity 
can be defined as sustainable. 
Accordingly, currently the fo-
cus of the eu Environmental 
Taxonomy lies on 6 objectives, 
which are in the process of be-
ing linked to relevant economic 
activities and further technical 
screening criteria, which will 
help to define whether the ac-
tivity is sustainable or not. 
The 6 environmental objectives 
are:
1.  Climate change mitigation
2.  Climate change adaptation
3.  Sustainable  use and protec-

tion of water and marine re-
sources

4.   Pollution prevention and 
control

5.   Protection and restoration  of
biodiversity and ecosystems

6.  Transition to a circular econ-
omy

The eu Social Taxonomy is cur-
rently being developed and is 
expected to be adopted into law 
in 2022.
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• Asterion will measure, manage and disclose to its investors, information on how environmental or social 
charac-teristics are promoted.

• Asterion will disclose to its investors how sustainability risks and principal adverse impacts are integrated 
in the investment decisions.

• Asterion has reflected in its remuneration policies how those are consistent with the integration of 
sustainability risks (sfdr Article 5).

THE A  STERION WAY & OUR CONTRI  BUTION TO THE SDGS

The Sustainable Development Goals (sdgs) adopted by a ll United Nations Member States in 2015, provide a 
shared Agenda for 2030 for Sustainable Development through a collection of 17 interlinked global goals designed 
to “provide a shared blueprint for peace and prosperity for people and the planet, now and into the future”. These 
Goals recognize that ending poverty and other deprivations must go hand-in-hand with strategies that improve 
health and education, reduce inequality, and spur economic growth – all while tackling climate change and 
working to preserve our oceans and forests.

We at Asterion, are committed and aligned with the sdgs to help address major global challenges. Our most 
direct impact is related to sdg 9, which is fostered through our investment themes and focused on "building re-
silient infrastructure, promoting inclusive and sustainable industrialization and fostering innovation". In 
addition, we have selected three sdgs which are strongly aligned with our culture and how we manage Asterion 
and our portfolio companies, on which we are focusing our efforts. These are: “reduce inequality” (10); “climate 
action” (13) and “peace, justice, and strong institutions” (16). 

Aligned with these goals, Asterion has defined a number of key initiatives, which are meant to represent “The 
Asterion Way” also in terms of esg management. These initiatives are fostered in all Asterion’s portfolio compa-
nies, as well as in the management company, in addition to specific actions or targets developed ad-hoc for each 
of them. See below the initiatives that are being put in place as part of this program so far: 
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N E T ZE RO

FOSTE R 
DIVE RS IT Y & 
I NC LUS ION

S HARE D 
SUCC E SS

Develop a “road to net 
zero” strategy.

Measure, reduce and 
offset.

Develop diversity 
plans and initiatives.

Focused on 
different types of 
inclusion (gender, 
age, background, 
nationality) also with 
focus at Board level.

Through 
implementation 
of incentive plans 
(equity-based  
or other). 

Including wider 
employee base.

Description

Description

Description

Contribution to sdgs

Contribution to sdgs

Contribution to sdgs

Link to topic

Link to topic

Link to topic

Take urgent 
action to combat 
climate change 
and its impacts.

Reduce 
inequality 
within and 
among countries.

Promote peaceful and 
inclusive societies for 
sustainable development, 
provide access to justice 
for all and build 
effective, accountable 
and inclusive institutions 
at all levels.

The Asterion Way

E

S

G

In addition to the above, Asterion works to develop specific esg action plans focused on selected material topics 
to help companies across its portfolio improve and implement best practices.
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PROGRESS MADE  
AT ASTERION
Since inception in 2018, Asterion has been working 
to ensure it is accountable with the same high stand-
ards it requires from its portfolio companies by fos-
tering “The Asterion Way” in how we manage our 
firm. In this context, we have been working on the 
implementation of several internal and external ac-
tions, always trying to enhance our esg performance 
at the same time as we create a positive impact for all 
our stakeholders. 

Below please find more details on the progress we 
have made during 2021 on several esg related topics 
that are of vital importance to us:

E NVIRONME NTAL:  
ME ASURING OUR C ARBON 
FOOTPRINT

Asterion is committed to the fight against climate 
change and is determined to become a net zero 
emissions company by 2030. As a first step towards 
that goal the company has been measuring its carbon 
footprint since 2019, shortly after inception (incep-
tion was in September 2018).

According to the ghg Protocol Corporate Account-
ing and Reporting Standard, the ghg emission calcu-
lation is defined as the total amount of Greenhouse 
Gases (ghgs) caused directly or indirectly by an or-
ganization. It is an inventory of Greenhouse Gases, 
considering the seven types of gases considered in the 
Kyoto Protocol (co2, ch4, n2o, nf3, pfcs, hfcs and 
sf6). It is expressed in amount of equivalent carbon 
dioxide (co2eq).

ghg Protocol Corporate Accounting and Reporting 
Standard defines the methodology to be applied for 

the calculation of greenhouse gas emission of an organ-
ization and is the standard followed by Asterion. 

This standard includes 3 emission scopes:
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S C O P E D E F I N I T I O N A S T E R I O N ’S M E A S U R E M E N T 

scope 1

Direct emissions coming from sources owned or 
controlled by the company. In daily processing, most 
scope 1 emissions come from stationary combustion. 
However, vehicle emissions are also counted as scope 
1 if the company owns or controls the activities or 
equipment associated with these emissions.

Fuel Consumption Related 
To The Office Footprint. 

scope 2 Indirect emissions caused by the generation of 
purchased energy. Electricity Consumption.

scope 3 Other indirect emissions not included in  
scopes 1 and 2.

Home-Office Commuting 
Of Employees And Business 
Travel.

Following this methodology, and through an external advisor, Asterion Industrial Partners has measured its car-
bon footprint since 2019 considering all the locations where the company is present (Madrid, London and Paris).  
The results are detailed in the tables below, please note that 2020 and 2021 numbers are showing the effect of 
the Covid-19 pandemic:

Total Emissions At Asterion 
(t co2 Eq)

Emissions Per Employee 
(t co2eq/Employee)

2019

2020

2021

82.25

32.29

39.87

2019

2020

2021

4.11

1.54

1.48

Scope 1

2019

2020

2021

0

0.39

0.53

Scope 2

2019

2020

2021

4.04

6.16

3.49

Scope 3

2019

2020

2021

27.96

76.09

35.85

Asterion’s emissions by scope (t co2 eq /kWh):
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Most of Asterion’s ghg emissions since 2019 have been derived from business trips (83% of total emissions in 
2021 and 2020 and 90% in 2019) as well as the electricity consumption associated with computers, servers, and 
printers.

Results in % per emission source for 2021

Another source of ghg emissions 
at Asterion is the use of a com-
pany car. In this regard, Asterion 
only owns one hybrid vehicle, 
and will continue using hybrid 
or electric vehicles in the future. 

Despite co2 emissions more than 
halving in 2020 and 2021 com-
pared to those in 2019 (mostly as 
a result of the covid-19 pandem-
ic), Asterion, in its commitment 
to becoming a Net Zero com-
pany, will continue to focus on 
reducing its footprint through 
the implementation of energy ef-
ficiency and reduction measures, 
which are one of the topics of fo-
cus for the next months. 

SOC IAL:  
FOS TE RING DIVE RSIT Y AND INC LUSION

Diversity and inclusion are key elements for Asterion and are deeply integrated in the company’s dna. We truly 
believe a diverse team is better at assessing risks and opportunities, it gets to better outcomes, is more enriching 
and more fun. Asterion has been fostering diversity since inception and continues to do it within its team and 
that of its portfolio companies. This is reflected in the way our team has been assembled:

57% 3014

Mix Of Industrial & Financial 
Backgrounds

Of Women 

Home-to-work Trips

Fuel Consumption of mobile equipment

Electricity Consumption

Nationalities 
(27% More Than 2020)

Diverse Ethnicities  
& Backgrounds

D
at

a 
as

 o
f 3

1sr  o
f D

ec
em

be
r 2

02
1

Diversity Of Age No Gender Pay Gap &  
Equal Hiring Process 

Employees 
(25% Growth From 2020)

1%

9%

7%

83%

Fuel consumption of mobile
equipment

Home-to-work trips

Electricity consumption

Business trips
Business Trips
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Along these lines, Asterion has also strengthened 
its commitment towards diversity by implement-
ing an equal hiring process that is reflected by 
the balance of our team structure. Additionally, 
Asterion monitors internal equal pay statistics 
and as of today we are proud to report there is no 
pay gap based on gender within our team.

Employee wellbeing has been an important 
area of focus since inception, with the follow-
ing initiatives being developed and implemented 
during 2021:

• Elaboration and approval by the Board
of Directors of a Digital Disconnection
Policy.

• Revision and approval by the Board of
Directors of the Remuneration Policy to
reflect alignment with sfdr.

• Update of the Holiday Policy to reflect
increased flexibility.

• Implementation of several training
initiatives addressed to all staff, including
anti-money laundering, cybersecurity,
esg, legal & tax and best practices during
the process of a deal. All trainings were
provided either by external advisors or by
members of the Asterion team.

• Implementation of Asterion culture and
values project, consisting of strategic dis-
cussions and a team building activity with
all employees, coordinated by an external
expert, with the goal of gathering feed-
back on the first three years of the com-
pany, and set the basis for the next three
years. Topics addressed included culture
and values, key aspects to maintain, mat-
ters to improve, main challenges faced and
to be faced, how to maintain our culture
as the company grows, etc.

• Providing employees with a safe work
environment, as well as ensuring busi-
ness continuity, has been a priority since
the Covid-19 crisis started. After lock-
down, and when Asterion resumed on-
site activity in the office, a plan was put
in place including recommendations to
guarantee health and safety at work, which
was periodically reviewed according to
the evolution of the situation. Since the
beginning of the pandemic, the company

has implemented the highest standards to prevent the 
transmission of the virus among its employees, always 
complying with health authorities. Some of the mea-
sures implemented have been: (i) the possibility of 
“home-office” for all employees after lockdown, (ii) the 
obligation for all employees to carry out a rapid test 
on a weekly basis if working from the office, (iii) the 
obligation of using masks when in the office, (iv) and 
the installation of Co2 readers in conference rooms and 
offices (v) and the installation of air purifier machines 
as well as photocatalytic lamps inside air conducts to 
prevent Covid transmission through air. Regarding 
business continuity, Asterion did not experience any 
disruption at any point, during lockdown or after, a 
robust and flexible IT infrastructure has allowed the 
continuity of the business at normal levels including 
onboarding of new joiners, closing transactions, etc.
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GOVE RNANC E :  
TR ANSPARE NC Y AND ALIGNME NT WITH 
INDUS TRY GUIDE L INES

 Alignment with the sfdr requirements:   
As mentioned earlier in this report, the formalization by the cnmv of 
Asterion’s Fund ii as Article 8 of the sfdr (Regulation (eu) 2019/2088 of 
27 November 2019 on sustainability-related disclosures in the financial 
services sector) represents a major milestone for the firm in its commit-
ment to making esg a fully integrated part of our approach as well as a 
central component of our culture and values. In this regard, we are work-
ing to enhance our reporting process to provide high quality data that 
reflects how we are promoting environmental and social characteristics in 
our investments.

esg-related remuneration: 
Through 2021, we have taken further steps to ensure alignment on esg 
matters is fully observed and consistent within the Asterion organisation 
and its team. We have strengthened our remuneration policy, which 
includes a variable component of 15% of the bonus linked to the achieve-
ment of esg targets. While these targets have been measured through 
more qualitative indicators until now, Asterion has enhanced this process 
as part of its company and employee target setting for 2022. A defined 
proportion of compensation is now directly linked to (1) the individual’s 
contribution to the firm’s esg objectives’ attainment and strategy, and (2) 
specific goals for each company.   

 Responsible Investment Policy:  
Since inception, Asterion has a formalised Responsible Investment  
Policy which defines the firm’s commitment to esg and its approach 
to integrating sustainability aspects throughout the entire investment 
process, as well as the management of the firm and its employees. In an 
effort to ensure its alignment with the requirements or recommendations 
issued by regulatory bodies and the investors, this Policy is periodically 
updated, last formally approved by the company’s Board of Directors in 
October 2021. 

 Working in alignment with industry bodies and guidelines: 
Asterion believes collaboration and knowledge sharing is a key aspect 
when implementing esg related capabilities. For this reason, the firm has 
created partnerships and works in alignment with several industry bodies 
and international esg and Sustainability guidelines in order to ensure 
consistency with the highest industry standards.  

Partnerships and alignment 
with industry bodies:

Asterion is a signatory member of 
the un’s Principles for Responsible 
Investment (unpri) since February 

21st, 2020.

Asterion follows ilpa industry 
guidelines and best practices 
to foster transparency, good 
governance, and alignment  
of interests with its investors  

and the market.

Asterion Industrial Infra Fund 
ii fcr has been classified as 

promoting environmental or social 
characteristics, so-called “Article 

8 product” under Regulation (eu) 
2019/2088 of 27 November 2019 

on sustainability-related disclosures 
in the financial services sector 

(“sfdr”).

(EU) 2019/2088
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“AS TE RION FOR LOC AL COMMUNIT IES”

As an integral part of the communities in which we are present, we feel it 
is our responsibility and obligation to engage with and help to invest in 
them.

In 2020, we launched our program "Asterion for Local Communities", 
with the goal of sponsoring projects aligned with our values and which 
support our local communities. We encourage our employees to partici-
pate also on a personal level in these initiatives, either making proposals 
of projects close to them that our internal committee can evaluate, or 
personally contributing to the financing. For the latter, there is a matching 
program by which Asterion will match the employee contribution to any 
project.

In line with our investment activity, the projects we have engaged with, are 
focused on addressing different forms of inequality, with a special focus 
on digitalization, as we believe bridging the digital gap is a critical tool to 
creating equal opportunities. We are very thankful to all the teams and 
foundations involved in these projects for their fantastic work and initia-
tives and for letting us be a part of it. 

Summary of the projects that have been part of the Asterion for Local 
Communities program during 2021:

During 2021 our portfolio company Nabiax, with our support, developed 
an initiative with ngos Entreculturas and Fe y Alegría in Chile, with the 
aim of supporting 155 young people in disadvantaged situations and guide 
them towards their integration into the labor market. The initiative, which 
is 50% developed today, consists in providing funding and training to 
students to help them gain useful skills for jobs in the telecom and data 
center sectors. As part of the training, a number of these students are do-
ing internships at the Nabiax data center in Chile. 

Entreculturas is a Jesuit-sponsored ngo that encourages equal access to 
education as a tool for driving forward social change, promoting justice 
and fostering cross-cultural understanding. 

Entreculturas. 
Click here for additional info. 

International guidelines 
as a reference:

Asterion’s esg material topics follow 
the sasb standards (Sustainability 

Accounting Standards Board)  
as a reference guide. These 

standards focus on financially 
material esg issues.

Asterion is committed and 
aligned with the un’s Sustainable 

Development Goals to help 
address major global challenges as 
explained in previous sections of 

this report.

Asterion is collaborating with 
gresb annual assessment in two 

of its portfolio companies 
(Proxiserve and Axión).

https://www.entreculturas.org/es/home 
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Given the exceptional situation we have lived in the 
past years since the Covid-19 emergency started, Fun-
dación a la par has had to adapt its classroom train-
ing to online format, launching an e-learning platform 
project which we supported during 2020. In 2021, we 
furthered our collaboration to help them expand the 
services of their e-learning platform and give it con-
tinuity, helping the foundation in their digital trans-
formation. This platform is focused not only on train-
ing, but also on the search for self-employment with 
a digital space designed for it and to which up to 350 
people with intellectual disabilities will have access to 
each year.

Fundación a la par is a foundation that works with 
people with intellectual disability in Madrid, with fo-
cus on education and employment. 

a la par. 
Click here for additional info.

Initiative to rebuild Madrid after Covid-19 crisis, with 
a set of economic and social initiatives around the pil-
lars of (i) Spanish language and culture, (ii) health and 
wellbeing and (iii) sports, and with a special focus on 
sustainability and the digital transformation of the 
city. An association was created in 2020 by 31 found-
ing members and now has over 60, including Asterion 
and many high profile, Madrid-based companies in 
different sectors, and it is chaired by the city mayor. 
The close collaboration of the public and private sectors 
is a key element of this project. 

Madrid Futuro.  
Click here for additional info.

The team’s collaboration with Norte Joven comes back 
a long way. During 2021 we have supported them with 
two projects with which Norte Joven seeks to promote 
the personal development and social and labour inte-
gration of young people at risk of social exclusion, with 
the main objective of facilitating access to training and 
employment.

To date, 138 students have already participated in 
Norte Joven's "Aula de Empleo". As part of this initi-
ative, the organisation helps their students to actively 
search for employment, especially through the use of 
new technologies and digital tools.

Additionally, Norte Joven has developed "Empleo con 
Apoyo", which seeks to facilitate access to and perma-
nence in employment for former students with a clear 
situation of social disadvantage. 17 former students 
have already taken part in the project, 16 of whom suc-
cessfully found jobs and 13 of whom have managed to 
maintain them.

Norte Joven is a non-profit that works for social and 
employment integration of people in vulnerable situa-
tions in Madrid, most of them young people between 
16 and 25, through professional training and educa-
tion to complete their basic schooling. 

Asociación Norte Joven.  
Click here for additional info.

https://alapar.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/madridfuturo/
https://nortejoven.org/
https://nortejoven.org/
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We participated at the Solidarity Xmas Tree event, or-
ganized by Togetherplus, where up to 14 Christmas 
tree designs were auctioned. We participated in the 
auction receiving our Christmas tree, a design by Stella 
McCartney  inspired in sustainability and made up of 
small trees that can be replanted once the holiday sea-
son is over. The proceeds went to the Fundación Banco 
de Alimentos de Madrid and to the ngo Asociación 
Norte Joven.

A STE RION’S PRIORITIES FOR 
2022: 

Our focus for 2022 remains on the following topics, in 
alignment with “The Asterion way”:

• Moving forward with Asterion’s Road To Net 
Zero strategy, with a special focus on the compa-
ny’s Travel Policy, given that business travel is the 
main source of our ghg emissions. 

• Continue to monitor diversity as a key element 
of our recruiting process and continue to mon-
itor our gender salary gap, making sure it stays 
non-existent.

• Monitor the achievement of corporate and indi-
vidual esg targets as part of our performance 
and compensation review. 

• Continue to develop our program “Asterion for 
local communities”.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/togetherplus/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/stella-mccartney/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/stella-mccartney/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/banco-de-alimentos-de-madrid/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/banco-de-alimentos-de-madrid/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/asociaci%C3%B3n-norte-joven/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/asociaci%C3%B3n-norte-joven/
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PROGRESS MADE 
WITHIN ASTERION 
PORTFOLIO 
COMPANIES

This section of the report includes an analysis on the esg progress made by our portfolio companies in a number 
of topics, including those aligned with “The Asterion Way”. In collaboration with an esg external advisor, we 
have developed a well-defined framework to implement and measure several kpis from our portfolio, ensuring 
alignment with the sfdr, which we will continually track and report on a regular basis. Overall, we are very 
pleased to have created the necessary esg frameworks in our portfolio companies, in an effort to keep consistency 
with our commitment. 

ALIGN E D WITH TH E A STE RION WAY

In relation to our Road to Net Zero target, we encourage 
and support our portfolio companies to measure, analyse and 
create action plans to reduce their co2 emissions with the 
ultimate aim of reaching the Net Zero goal in a number of 
years, in alignment with global objectives. In this regard, we 
are proud to say that 5 out of our 9 portfolio companies of 
Fund i are already measuring their carbon emissions and the 
remaining 4 are in the process of developing plans to do so in 
2022. For Fund ii, of the four portfolio companies we have so 
far, only one is measuring its footprint. However, and taking 
into account the short life of the investments as of today, As-
terion is already working on action plans to support the other 
companies in this regard.

IN FUND I ,  56% OF 
THE COMPANIES 
ALRE ADY ME A SURE 
THE IR CO2 
EMISSIONS . 
REM AINING 44% WILL 
DO SO BY 2022. 

Additionally, Asterion actively engages with its portfolio com-
panies in order to foster the development of diversity plans 
and initiatives. To monitor the progress, we keep track of 
several diversity related kpis, with special focus on the partic-
ipation of women at board level, which in 2021 was 29%. We 
will work to improve this over the coming years, particularly 
as we build the Boards of Directors of Fund ii portfolio. 

29%  OF BOARD 
POSIT IONS OF 

OUR PORTFOLIO 
COMPANIES ARE HE LD 

BY WOME N . 
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Finally, as part of our ongoing commitment to positive gov-
ernance and strong alignment of interests, and thereby also 
creating transparent platforms for shared success, we have 
been able to successfully implement (or are in the process of 
implementing) Equity or Equity-like Management Incen-
tive Programs in practically all our portfolio companies, of 
both, Asterion Fund i and Fund ii2. Those plans have been 
shared with the senior management teams personnel and ex-
tended deeper into the organizations when possible, allowing 
very broad participation. Importantly, in addition to helping 
to drive better outcomes, these programs ensure success is 
shared with the wider management teams.

92% OF OUR 
PORTFOLIO 

COMPANIES HAVE 
EQUIT Y OR EQUIT Y-
LIKE M ANAGEME NT 

INC E NTIVE 
PROGR A MS. 

ALIGN E D WITH SFDR

One of the most important aspects we have been focused on this year from an esg perspective, has been our com-
pliance with sfdr. On one hand, ensuring our Fund ii investments promote environmental or social characteris-
tics, in line with article 8, and on the other hand, with the help of an external advisor, evaluating the fit of Fund i 
portfolio companies with the promotion of environmental/social characteristics, in order to decide whether Fund 
i can be classified as an article 8 as well.

On the next page please find a table summarizing how our portfolio promotes environmental and/or social char-
acteristics, in alignment with sfdr article 8 requirements, as well as our conclusions derived from this analysis:

A STE RION FUN D I  PROMOTION OF E NVIRONME NTAL & SOC IAL 
C HAR AC TE RISTICS: 

• 100% of Fund I portfolio companies promote environmental or social 
characteristics.

• As part of our assessment, we have determined that Fund I portfolio companies’ 
activities ‘do not significantly harm’ any of the SFDR’s six environmental objectives.

• More than 50% of Fund I capital is invested in companies that promote 
environmental and social characteristics. Additionally, in alignment with the EU 
Taxonomy, more than 50% of the revenues of these portfolio companies come from 
social and environmental eligible activities included in the EU Taxonomy.

2   Out of the nine portfolio companies in Fund I, four have already implemented an 
equity-like management incentive plan or a long-term incentive plan with broad 
employee coverage, incorporating multi-year performance bonus based on various 
metrics, and five are in the process of implementing one. Out of the  four companies 
in Fund II, one company has already implemented this program and two are in the 
process of doing so. Those companies that are in the process of implementing these 
plans will finalize implementation by 2022. 
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Core business focused on optimising energy and water consump-
tion with 4.4 million meters in France. Its submetering expertise 
plays a key role in delivering the EU’s Energy Efficiency Directive, 
which targets a 32.5% reduction in energy consumption by 2030, 
by enabling savings in household consumption of up to 25% 
for water and up to 20% for heat through individual metering.  
The company’s maintenance business inherently supports nation-
al energy goals upgrading heating equipment and installing heat 
pumps.

According to the EU Environmental Taxonomy, the installation, 
maintenance and repair of instruments and devices for energy ef-
ficiency and EV charging stations substantially contribute to Cli-
mate Change Mitigation and Adaptation's objectives.

As a renewables platform (solar and onshore wind), Asterion En-
ergies contributes to the energy transition and supports the global 
target of avoiding temperature increase, in line with Paris Agree-
ment.

According to the EU Environmental Taxonomy, the electricity 
generation from wind power and solar PV technology substan-
tially contributes to Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation's 
objectives.

Through its platform of 11 data centres, Nabiax drives digitaliza-
tion trends, enabling connectivity and access to content, particu-
larly in regions of relatively low data penetration today.

According to the EU Environmental Taxonomy, data processing, 
hosting & related activities are considered transitional activities 
supporting the transition to a climate-neutral economy, hence con-
tributing to Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation's objec-
tives.

Distributed energy platform providing low carbon energy solu-
tions in the UK, with a particular focus on biomass heating and 
peaking generation to support heat decarbonization and flexible 
generation for the energy transition. 

On one hand, according to the EU Environmental Taxonomy, the 
electricity generation from biomass substantially contributes to 
Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation's objectives, as well as 
maintenance and repair of renewable energy technologies. On the 
other hand, the taxonomy fit of AMP’s peaking plants operated 
with natural gas (which represented c6% of 2021 revenues) is not 
clear today. Natural gas will likely be classified by EU as transition 
technology but unclear if AMP would meet threshold of emissions.

Business focused on bridging the rural digital divide, providing 
high quality internet connection (through radiolinks, towers and 
fibre), and enabling incumbent broadcasting and telecoms access. 

According to the Final Recommendation for the EU Social Tax-
onomy, the telecommunications (including internet) sector is con-
sidered to have inherent social benefits for end-users, communities 
and societies, contributing by their nature to social objectives.

A RT I C LE  
8 F IT
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Through EAG’s business activities in metering, network con-
struction and asset adoption services, it provides assistance to the 
private and public sectors in the UK to improve their energy effi-
ciency through ground-breaking technologies, data analytics and 
innovative customer-focused processes.

According to the EU Environmental Taxonomy,  the installation, 
maintenance and repair of instruments and devices for energy effi-
ciency substantially contribute to Climate Change Mitigation and 
Adaptation's objectives. The construction of last mile electricity 
fibre and water connections is aligned with the Final Recommen-
dation for the EU Social Taxonomy, which considers these services 
to have inherent social benefits for end-users, communities and so-
cieties, contributing by their nature to social objectives.

Business focused on bridging the rural digital divide through 
state-of-art fibre networks and services (c.300K homes passed to 
rural fibre in Spain).

According to the Final Recommendation for the EU Social Tax-
onomy, the telecommunications (including the internet) sector is 
considered to have inherent social benefits for end-users, commu-
nities and societies, contributing by their nature to social objec-
tives.

Integrated provider of energy transition technologies (gas and re-
newables) with installed capacity of c.5GW that will play a leading 
role in Italy's energy transition.

According to the EU Environmental Taxonomy, the electricity 
generation from bioenergy and wind power (which represent c50% 
of Sorgenia’s business in terms of EBITDA and c10% in terms of 
revenue) substantially contribute to Climate Change Mitigation 
and Adaptation's objectives. The taxonomy fit of Sorgenia’s CCGT 
business (c70% of revenue) is not clear today. Natural gas will likely 
be classified by EU as transition technology but Sorgenia will most 
likely not meet emissions threshold. For now we haven’t found tax-
onomy fit for Sorgenia’s retail division (c20% of revenues).

Business driving digitalization trends, enabling connectivity and 
high-quality internet access and contributing to the growth in 
penetration and national fibre roll-out in Italy, a country that is 
severely fiber underpenetrated compared to the European average. 

According to the Final Recommendation for the EU Social Tax-
onomy, the telecommunications (including the internet) sector 
is considered to have inherent social benefits for end-users, com-
munities and societies, contributing by their nature to social ob-
jectives. Retelit’s “solutions” smaller division is aligned with EU 
Environmental Taxonomy, according to which, information and 
communication, including computer programming, systems inte-
gration, consultancy and related activities support the transition to 
a climate-neutral economy, hence contributing to Climate Change 
Adaptation's objectives.
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A S T E RI O N F U N D I I

R AT I O N A LE & S T R AT E G I C E SG F IT E U TA XO N OMY F IT  CO N T RI BU T I O N 

COM PA N Y D E SC RI P T I O N F IT D E SC RI P T I O N F IT

Deployment of shared solar rooftop installations to offer cost 
effective electricity to nearby customers. Barter will create solar 
communities that can access 100% renewable energy without the 
need of building their own installation, bridging the gap between 
rooftop owners and nearby consumers who would like access to re-
newable energy, providing affordable electricity and savings com-
pared to current energy bills especially given the very high power 
prices we see today.

According to the EU Environmental Taxonomy, the electricity 
generation from solar PV technology substantially contributes to 
Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation’s objectives.

MS3 was created to challenge status quo and finally bring com-
petition to the Hull connectivity market, until recently character-
ized by its monopolistic traits. 

Through its activity, MS3 contributes to bringing access to af-
fordable internet to many deprived areas in the UK reducing the 
digital gap and creating jobs and training opportunities for young 
people. 

According to the Final Recommendation for the EU Social Tax-
onomy, the  telecommunications (including the internet) sector is 
considered to have inherent social benefits for end-users, commu-
nities and societies, contributing by their nature to social objec-
tives.

A RT I C LE 
8 F IT
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A STE RION FUN D I I  PROMOTION OF E NVIRONME NTAL & SOC IAL C HAR AC TE RISTICS: 

• We believe all Fund II portfolio companies so far promote environmental or social characteristics, as per the table above,
and hence, are aligned with the requirements of SFDR article 8.

• As part of our assessment, we have determined that Fund II portfolio companies’ activities today ‘do not significantly harm’ any
of the SFDR’s six environmental objectives.

• More than 50% of Fund II invested capital today is invested in companies that promote environmental and social
characteristics. Additionally, in alignment with the EU Taxonomy, more than 50% of the revenues of these portfolio companies
come from social and environmental eligible activities included in the EU Taxonomy.



Business driving digitalization trends, enabling connectivity and 
high-quality internet access and contributing to the growth in 
penetration and national fibre roll-out in Italy, a country that is 
severely fiber underpenetrated compared to the European average.

According to the Final Recommendation for the EU Social Tax-
onomy, the telecommunications (including the internet) sector 
is considered to have inherent social benefits for end-users, com-
munities and societies, contributing by their nature to social ob-
jectives. Retelit’s “solutions” smaller division is aligned with EU 
Environmental Taxonomy, according to which, information and 
communication, including computer programming, systems inte-
gration, consultancy and related activities support the transition to 
a climate-neutral economy, hence contributing to Climate Change 
Adaptation’s objectives.

Natural gas fired CCGT (combined cycle gas turbine) critical to 
the regional grid infrastructure that will generate electricity in 
Brittany (France) with state-of-the-art technology, helping solve 
an increasing vulnerability of electricity supply in that region. 
Natural gas fired CCGTs are a key transition technology towards 
decarbonization that offer industry best-performance CO2 emis-
sions standards and produce significantly less GHG emissions 
than traditional gas-powered plants. In addition, thanks to its 
attractive technological features, Landivisiau will ensure more 
economic dispatch and lower carbon footprint than most CCGT 
plants and such technology could allow the project (over the next 
15 years) to blend biogas and/or green hydrogen.

EU Taxonomy is currently being developed to establish the tech-
nical criteria for inclusion of natural gas-related investments as a 
sustainable economic activity. With the preliminary information 
we have today, it seems natural gas will be considered a transi-
tion technology and therefore sustainable for now, although with 
a number of caveats for future projects, that Landivisiau does not 
meet today (although it could be able to meet some of them by the 
proposed timelines).  

Despite this doubt, we strongly believe this is an investment that 
promotes environmental characteristics (climate change mitiga-
tion and climate change adaptation specifically) given these assets 
are critical to allow for the energy transition. For more information 
please refer to Landivisiau’s specific section of this report.
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FUN D I  PRINC IPAL ADVE RSE 
IMPAC TS 

In accordance with the sfdr regulation, from Jan-
uary 2023, all financial market participants must 
disclose progress on the regulation’s performance 
indicators (known as Principal Adverse Impacts - 
pais) aggregated at Management Company level. 
Despite this obligation starts in a year from now, in 
an effort to anticipate future reporting obligations 
and ensure best-in-class reporting processes are in 
place when the obligation comes into force, Asteri-
on has moved ahead and voluntarily disclosed the 
PAIs indicators. In addition, and as an improve-
ment versus last year’s report, we are reporting on 
selected kpis on a portfolio company basis, which 
will be improved over the next years. 

We would like to note that this is a new regulation / re-
quirement and there are no precedent examples on how 
to report this data, especially given the fact that we are 
reporting the information ahead of the timeline. As man-
agers and companies in the industry start to report ac-
cording to the regulation, more clarity and additional 
guidelines are expected to be provided on certain aspects, 
both from eu level and from each local regulator, in our 
case cnmv. We consider data included in this report (for 
2020 and 2021) to be our starting point and we will thor-
oughly work to improve results as well as to provide more 
complete, robust and relevant data each year.

The table below includes the aggregated pais for Asteri-
on’s Fund i portfolio companies (Fund ii companies have 
not been included given the Fund held its final close only 
in February 2022): 
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A S T E R I O N F U N D I  -  P R I N C I PA L A DV E R S E I M PAC T S 2 0 2 0/2 0 213

I N D I C AT O R U N I T 2 0 2 0 2 0 21
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Total ghg emissions

1.1 Scope 1: Direct ghg emissions T  C O 2 E 517, 4 5 4 518 , 5 4 4 

1.2 Scope 2: Indirect ghg emissions T  C O 2 E 4 9 9,0 28 470 , 411

1.3 Scope 3: Other indirect ghg emissions T  C O 2 E 4 94 5 37

1.4 Total ghg emissions (Scope 1 & 2) T  C O 2 E 1, 016 , 482   98 8 ,955

2. Carbon footprint (emissions per €m invested) T  C O 2 E / M € 1, 3 81 1, 3 4 3

3. ghg intensity of investee companies
(emissions per €m invested in relation to company revenue)

T  C O 2 E / M € 0 . 0 5 0 . 0 4

4. Exposure to companies active in the fossil fuel sector4 % 11% 11%

5. Share of nonrenewable energy (consumption and production)5 % 5 3% 5 4%

6. Energy consumption intensity per high impact climate sector6 G W H/M €     12 9, 26 0     61, 287 

7. Activities negatively affecting biodiversity sensitive areas % 0 % 0 %

8. Emissions to water7 T O N S / M € 0 . 47 0 . 4 9

9. Hazardous waste ratio T O N S / M € 2 . 59 5 . 6 0

S
O

C
IA

L

10. Violations of un Global Compact principles and Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (oecd) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises

% 0 % 0 %

11. Lack of processes and compliance mechanisms to monitor compliance with un
Global Compact principles and oecd Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises8

% 37 % 37 %

12. Unadjusted gender pay gap % 9 % 5%

13. Board gender diversity % 3 0 % 2 9 %

14. Exposure to controversial weapons (antipersonnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical
weapons and biological weapons)

% 0 % 0 %

3   The scope includes only Fund I companies, excluding data from Cable-
world or Nabiax, given these companies are still working on putting in 
place their internal reporting processes to be able to report this data. 
Please refer to section Progress Made At Asterion for KPIs for Asterion 
as a management company. The scope takes into account Fund-level 
data (i.e. data in proportion to the fund’s ownership of each portfolio 
company, excluding co-investment). Where a company has failed to 
provide information for the calculation of a PAI, this is clarified in the 
notes below: (i) Data from PAIs 1 to 5 exclude: Nabiax, Cableworld and 
Asterion Energies; (ii) Scope 3 calculations only include Axión/Lineox 
and Energy Assets Group. 

4  The only exposure to the fossil fuel sector from Asterion Fund I port-
folio companies includes activity related to the production of energy 
through natural gas. These only include 2 out of 9 companies, Sorgenia 
(72% of revenues coming from CCGTs in 2021) and AMP Clean Energy 
(6% "FY" 2021 revenues coming from peaking plants).   

5  We have calculated the percentage of non-renewable energy over the total 
energy, including energy produced and consumed, produced and sold, and 
purchased and consumed, while awaiting further guidance / clarification on the 
formula included in the SFDR regulation.

6  According to the SFDR, EAG, Proxiserve and Sorgenia are considered to be in a 
high impact climate sector. 

7  In order to calculate emissions to water, we have used the following formula: Es-
timate of liters of annual water consumed by one person (as reported by Spain’s 
National Institute of Statistics), applied to the number of employees in each 
company and to the number of days worked, and times an estimate on water 
pollution (7.5x10^(-6) tons), also as reported by the Spanish National Institute 
of Statistics. 

8  Asterion is working in line with those companies that do not yet count with a 
specific policy in order to define it by 2022 to ensure compliance with this PAI.

The following section includes a brief overview of the progress made by each of our portfolio companies (Fund i 
and Fund ii) on the implementation of their esg strategy during 2021, key topics of focus and main priorities for 
2022 as well as selected kpis (kpis have only been included for Fund i investments for now, given Fund ii held its 
final close only in February 2022):
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COMPANY DESC RI  P  TION 
& S  TR ATEGIC ESG FIT

Proxiserve is a provider of energy efficiency and home services based 
in France, specialising in water and heat submetering, maintenance of 
boilers and heating systems, installation and maintenance of electric 
vehicle charging stations (evcs) and supply and metering of electricity 
for large tertiary sites. 

Its core business is focused on optimising energy and water consump-
tion with 4.4 million meters in France. In particular, Proxiserve’s 
submetering expertise plays a key role in delivering the eu’s Energy 
Efficiency Directive, which targets a 32.5% reduction in energy con-
sumption by 2030, by enabling savings in household consumption 
of up to 25% for water and up to 20% for heat through individual 
metering.

The company’s maintenance business inherently supports national 
energy goals upgrading heating equipment and installing heat pumps. 

C E RTI  FIC ATIONS  

ISO 14001 (Environmental, maintenance). 
ISO 9000 (Environmental, metering)

ESG APPROACH & UPDATE

ESG is very well integrated into Proxiserve’s strategy, culture and 
business. The company has a well-defined ESG strategy and policy 
which is approved by the Board of Directors and supervised by the 
Executive Committee and by two dedicated ESG professionals. 
ESG topics and objectives are discussed as part of the regular board 
meetings. 

Proxiserve’s business is focused on the topics of quality of 
housing and energy efficiency, particularly on the improvement 
of energy performance of buildings with the management of 
water and heat consumption and the contribution to the 
ongoing development of electric vehicles.

The company counts with specific environmental and social 
policies and produces, and published a yearly ESG Annual Report, 
which, since 2020 includes the reporting of the full perimeter of 
businesses.

Since the acquisition of Proxiserve in 2019 by Asterion and 
Vauban, the company became a member of GRESB, and
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Asterion Industrial Infra Fund I

I N V ESTMEN T DAT E : 

March 2019
H E A DQ UA RT ERS:  

Paris, France
W EB IST E : 
w w w.prox i ser ve .f r 

SEC TO R: 

Energy Services
N UMB ER O F EMPLOY EES:  

2,330  
2021 RE V EN U ES:  

c.€494m
CO U N T R I ES  O F O PER AT I O N: 

France, Belgium
A I P  % OW N ERSH I P :  

38.7%  

K P I  TO ME ASU RE IMPAC T 
# of  insta l led meter s

SD G CO N T R I BU T I O N 
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annually completes their annual ESG assessment, with 2019 being the first year reported. The 2020 score was 
81%, which increased by 38% compared to previous year (43%). 

Below, find an overview of the key topics on which the company is focused as well as the main actions carried 
out to promote ESG within Proxiserve’s in 2021:

environmental

Environmental certifications: Since 2019 Proxiserve’s headquarters and  maintenance agencies count with the 
ISO 14001 certification, which recognises environmental responsibility through its products and services of-
fering. By January 2022 it increased the number of certified sites to 75 of its nationwide agencies (coverage has 
increased from 60% to 80% of maintenance branches). It is expected that the company will request to obtain the 
ISO 14001 for metering next year.

Circular economy: On the recycling front, the company launched project Vesta, a center (in a rural and socially 
deprived area of northern France) where the less efficient heat boilers that Proxiserve replaces are dismantled. The 
parts are then recovered and reused in Proxiserve’s maintenance operations. This project has created employment 
and training opportunities, and it is Proxiserve's aim to grow its capacity further.

GHG emissions: The company reports on ghg emissions and has defined specific targets for 2025. Proxiserve 
has the objective to contain the increase of their ghg emissions to +c.1% per annum by 2025, having posted 
8,224t co2 eq in 2021 compared to 7,108t co2 in 2020 (Proxiserve sa entity only). The target revenue growth per 
annum for their Maintenance business is +4 to 5%. Therefore, the company’s ambition is to limit the growth of 
ghg emissions significantly below the growth of their activities. Since Proxiserve is working to do an esg report at 
Group Level (in addition to the report at Proxiserve sa), the reported volumes of ghg will be higher going forward 
but the target in % growth will remain.

Staff transportation is the main source of ghg emissions by the company, which are planned to be reduced. In 
the last years the vehicle fleet has been continuously replaced by less polluting alternatives. The target to 
introduce 75 electric vans to the fleet in 2021 was not achieved though. Supply difficulties from manufacturers 
forced the company to extend existing leases instead of receiving new vehicles. Proxiserve is focused at the 
same time on reducing the yearly mileage of its vehicles and to switch to more efficient vehicles.

soc ial

Employee retention and development: The company has strong focus on workforce incentivization to boost 
motivation and performance. Among other things the company ensures this by providing employee training, a 
career management plan and completing ongoing remuneration evaluations. esg factors are included in the an-
nual performance targets of personnel.

In 2021 the company implemented an equal employment agreement covering recruitment, pay, training and 
work conditions.

Proxiserve has a strong relationship with labour unions and 25 union representatives. 

Health & Safety: The company also has a strong focus on health and safety and carries out risk assessments by 
activity as well as h&s training to the employees that require so. One of the company’s priorities for 2022 is to 
reduce the accident frequency and the Executive Board is monitoring the progress. The accident frequency was 
55.46 in 2021 (Proxiserve sa) which is slightly below the previous year (55,72 in 2020). 

kpis tracked and reported include accident statistics, diversity data among workforce, and training hours by em-
ployee (an important part of the training is related to safety).
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Engagement with local communities: The Company promotes partnerships with professional schools and 
trainings institutes leading to 100 internships and is engaged in a program with a Civique Service Associatiation 
(Unis-Cité) to allow vulnerable users to better monitor water and energy consumption.

governanc e and value c hain

Free shares plan: As of today, the company has completed a three-years free shares plan through which around 
100 managers became shareholders in the company, in addition to around 120 managers already invested in 
Proxiserve. The allocation of free shares was done yearly on performance-based criteria. Around 85% of the per-
sonnel that participated in the program achieved their targeted performance for allocation each year.

In addition, since 2021 onwards all employees are entitled to a portion of profits to be distributed equally amongst 
all employees.

Responsible supply chain: Environmental criteria are considered when evaluating the selection of contractors. 

Ethical behaviour: Proxiserve adheres to the French charter Ethique, conviction et responsabilité, by which 
they commit to prevent corruption and follow national and international guidelines related to cultural diversity, 
ethical principles and environment.

P R OX I S E RV E E S G K P I S 2 0 2 0/2 0 21

I N D I C AT O R U N I T 2 0 2 0 2 0 21
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Scope 1: Direct ghg emissions T  C O 2 E 6 , 78 8 7, 8 4 0

Scope 2: Indirect ghg emissions T  C O 2 E 32 0 3 8 4

Scope 3: Other indirect GHG emissions T  C O 2 E N/A N/A

Emissions avoided T  C O 2 E N/A N/A

Active involvement in the fossil fuels Y E S/N O N O N O

Share of nonrenewable energy consumption and production % N/A N/A

Performance of environmental impact assessment Y E S/N O Y E S Y E S

Tons of water emissions T O N S / M € 0 . 25 0 . 25

Hazardous waste generated T O N S N/A N/A

S
O

C
IA

L

Involvement in violations of the UNGC principles or OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises

Y E S/N O N O N O

Policies or grievance/complaints handling mechanisms, to comply with UN Global 
Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises in place

Y E S/N O Y E S Y E S

Gender salary gap % - 6% - 5%

% of women on the board % 4 0 % 4 0 %

Involvement in the manufacturing or selling of controversial weapons Y E S/N O N O N O

Accident prevention and H&S policies Y E S/N O Y E S Y E S

Equity or Equity-like Management Incentive Programs
Y E S/N O/I N 

P R O G R E S S
Y E S Y E S

O
TH

E
R

Number of installed meters # 4 ,10 9 4 , 3 8 3
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COMPANY DESC RIP TION 
& STR ATEGIC ESG FIT

Asterion Energies is a diversified European renewables platform fo-
cused on solar and onshore wind across the value chain.

Current investment levels in renewable energy (around USD 300 bil-
lion) are not enough to achieve the global target of temperature de-
crease. Investments in renewable energy will need to be ramped up 
to almost triple between now and 2050 to achieve climate targets 
aligned with Paris Agreement. Approximately 12% of them would 
correspond to EU. With Asterion Energies, we are contributing to 
these renewable energy targets and in turn helping to achieve climate 
targets and furthering the greener energy agenda.  

With the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of solar and wind as-
sets sharply reduced from historic levels, due to CAPEX reduction and 
efficiency increase, the economic attractiveness has boosted the in-
stallation of solar and wind capacity worldwide, also making these 
technologies competitive in the electricity markets.

C E RTIFIC ATIONS 

N/A.

ESG APPROAC H & UPDATE

Through its c.5gw of projects under development and 60mw already 
under operations, Asterion Energies has invested in Spain, France 
and Italy, and in proven technologies such as photovoltaic and 
onshore wind power, with plans to continue deploying significant 
capital to take these projects to operation. 

Asterion Energies was created from scratch in 2019, and while 
the main focus of the first years was to build up the platform, the 
company has now started to enhance the integration of esg practic-
es through its activities by leveraging Asterion’s experience and the 
advice of external sustainability experts. In this regard, the company 
has started to develop an esg Action plan which is expected to be 
finalized and approved by the Board in q2 2022.

An overview of key esg areas of focus for the company today is 
provided below, as well as a brief description of the progress made 
during 2021 and priorities for 2022 (based on an assessment con-
ducted by an external advisor):

Asterion Industrial Infra Fund I

I N V ESTMEN T DAT E : 

May 2019
H E A DQ UA RT ERS: 

Madrid, Spain
W EB IST E : 
w w w.a ster ionenerg ie s .com 

SEC TO R: 

Renewable Energy
N UMB ER O F EMPLOY EES: 

37 
(inc l .  d i rec t  subcont rac tors) 

2021 RE V EN U ES: 

€11.5m
CO U N T R I ES  O F O PER AT I O N: 

Spain, France 
Italy
A I P  % OW N ERSH I P : 

100%
K P I  TO ME ASU RE IMPAC T 
Avoided emis s ions

SD G CO N T R I BU T I O N
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governanc e

Internal Policy enhancement: During 2021, the company has worked on developing several internal policies 
including a Health and Safety Policy and a corresponding Prevention Plan, as well as a Regulatory Compliance 
Handbook that ensures full compliance with applicable regulation and mitigation of legal and regulatory risks.

Priorities for 2022 on this front are to continue to develop best-in-class internal policies, including esg-related 
policies, an Anti-Bribery & Corruption Policy, and a Stakeholder Relations Policy. Asterion Energies has also 
focused on adopting a strong governance model and aims to develop a Diversity & Inclusion Policy by 2022. 
This process will be led by the new General Counsel that has recently been hired and who joined in q1 2022.

Reinforcing esg governance: Additionally, the company has appointed an esg responsible in order to support 
the development and implementation of the company’s esg strategy, as well as developing and establishing esg 
related targets for the company. 

Enhancing reporting process: The company is also defining a standard reporting framework to monitor and 
report selected kpis in all the geographies where it operates, with the goal of improving internal management of 
those topics, as well as reporting to Asterion according to the sfdr requirements. 

environmental

Energy transition focus as part of business model: As a renewables platform, Asterion Energies contributes 
to the energy transition by providing sustainable and new green energy sources in the geographies where it is 
present, growing the installed capacity of renewable energy sources to achieve the ambitious target set by the 
eu. 

kpis: During 2021, the company has been focused on creating a process to track a number of environmental 
kpis (disclosed on next page). Priorities for 2022 are to enhance this reporting to ensure quality and robustness 
of the data, as well as measuring emissions avoided.

soc ial

Gender salary gap: The company has started to perform a gender salary gap analysis which will be monitored 
from now on, on a regular basis.

Diversity & Inclusion: As mentioned above, the company aims to develop a Diversity & Inclusion Policy 
in 2022.
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A S T E R I O N E N E R G I E S E S G K P I S 2 0 2 0/2 0 21

I N D I C AT O R U N I T 2 0 2 0 2 0 21
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Scope 1: Direct ghg emissions T  C O 2 E N/A N/A

Scope 2: Indirect ghg emissions T  C O 2 E N/A N/A

Scope 3: Other indirect GHG emissions T  C O 2 E N/A N/A

Emissions avoided T  C O 2 E
E X P E C T E D I N 

2 0 2 2

E X P E C T E D I N 

2 0 2 2

Active involvement in the fossil fuels Y E S/N O N O N O

Share of nonrenewable energy consumption and production % N/A N/A

Performance of environmental impact assessment Y E S/N O Y E S Y E S

Tons of water emissions T O N S / M € 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0

Hazardous waste generated T O N S 1 1

S
O

C
IA

L

Involvement in violations of the ungc principles or oecd Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises

Y E S/N O N O N O

Policies or grievance/complaints handling mechanisms, to comply with un Global 
Compact principles and oecd Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises in place

Y E S/N O N O N O

Gender salary gap % N/A - 5%

% of women on the board % 57 % 3 0 %

Involvement in the manufacturing or selling of controversial weapons Y E S/N O N O N O

Accident prevention and H&S policies Y E S/N O Y E S Y E S

Equity or Equity-like Management Incentive Programs.
Y E S/N O/I N 

P R O G R E S S
N O Y E S
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COMPANY DESC RI  P  TION 
& S  TR ATEGIC ESG FIT

Platform of 11 data centers with 29mw of power located in Spain, US, 
Brazil, Mexico, Chile, Peru and Argentina. Business driving digitali-
zation trend, enabling connectivity and access to content, particularly 
in regions of relatively low data penetration today.

Asterion’s strong commitment to helping to bridge the digital divide 
by fostering access and connectivity of citizens has proved to be par-
ticularly relevant in the era of covid-19, where economic, financial, 
health and education systems have become reliant on digital solutions 
to continue to sustain lives and livelihoods. 

Furthermore, Nabiax is focused on the continual delivery of efficiency 
improvements around its environmental impact and works towards 
best practices for its Data Centers to be the most efficient, and thus, 
reducing its footprint.

In accordance with Asterion’s esg policy, Nabiax is aligned with its 
continual future commitment to further enhance the sustainable po-
sitioning of the business through appropriate ongoing energy man-
agement measures, commitment to local communities, and trans-
parency coupled with strong governance through the creation of the 
Nabiax operating company and management team.

C E RTI  FIC ATIONS

Since its acquisition from Telefónica, several data centers had the 
following certifications: i so 14001: Sustainable Procedures and iso 
9001: Quality in procedures. Nabiax is focused on giving continuity 
to these certifications and including additional ones as part of its Sus-
tainability Plan 2022 – 2024.

leed certification and efr 1002 certification are currently under 
analysis to potentially obtain in 2022 or beyond.

ESG APPROAC H & UPDATE

Nabiax was a carve out of assets from Telefónica, hence all operations 
and team had to be created from scratch. This implies there was no 
esg strategy at acquisition.

Even though the company already had some good practices in place, 
inherited from Telefónica, such as iso certifications in some of the 
data centres, since acquisition, Asterion and Nabiax’ management 
team, together with an external advisor, have been focused on defin-
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Asterion Industrial Infra Fund I

I N V ESTMEN T  DAT E :  

July 2019 
H E  A DQ UA RT  ERS:   

Madrid, Spain
W EB IST E :  
w w w.nabia  x .com  

S EC TO R: 

Telecoms /  
Data Centres
N UMB  ER  O  F  EMPLOY EES:  

66
2021 RE V EN U ES: 

€52m
CO U N T R I  ES  O  F  O  PER  AT I O N:  

Spain, US  
Brazil, Mexico 
Chile, Peru  
and Argentina
A I P  %  OW N ERSH  I P :  

86% 
KPI  TO ME  ASURE IMPACT 
Installed capacity (MW)

SD G  CO N T R I  BU T I O N
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ing an esg strategy that is well integrated in the company’s operations and culture. To drive this, in 2020 Nabiax 
appointed a responsible for esg, who is also the head of hr. 

In alignment with Asterion’s and the company’s commitment to esg, progress on the implementation of the esg 
strategy is included as a topic for discussion in the company’s monthly management meetings (in which Asterion 
takes part) and at the Board of Directors.

Please find below an overview of the key esg areas of focus for the company today, as well as a brief description 
of the progress made during 2021 and priorities for 2022:

governanc e

Internal structure: In 2021 the company has created an esg Committee that meets on a bi-weekly basis. This, 
together with the management meetings in which Asterion takes part, and the Board of Directors, are the forums 
in which esg progress is discussed on a regular basis. 

Strategic planning: In 2021, for the first time, the company has included “active participation in Nabiax’ esg 
plan” as one of the corporate targets for the year, to be evaluated on an ongoing basis, together with other targets 
related to financial performance.

esg action plan: During 2021, taking into considerations esg priorities for 2020 and 2021 approved by the 
Board of Directors, the company, with support from an external advisor, has defined a 2022-2024 Sustainability 
Plan. This plan is in the final stages and is expected to be approved at Board level in q2 2022. 

Employee incentives: the company has progressed in the implementation of an incentive plan with participation 
from 56% of employees, for alignment of interests and shared success.

Training: In the first half of 2021 Nabiax dedicated an average of 6 hours of training per employee and the goal 
for fy 2022 is to achieve an average of c36 hours.

Reporting: In 2021 the company produced its first esg report for internal purposes only. A priority for 2022 is 
to enhance such report and share with external parties.

environmental

Key topics: key topics of focus are energy and water consumption and waste management. The company started 
to track in 2021 the following kpis related to them: power consumption, % of green energy, water consumption, 
waste recycled.

Green financing: the company secured in 2021 one of the first green financing transactions in the data centre 
space globally. Pricing of the financing is linked to 3 esg kpis, which are carbon emissions, water use and gender 
diversity.

Sustainable office: Nabiax has developed initiatives such as movement detection lighting and recycling initia-
tives to transition their offices into more sustainable ones.

Road to Net Zero: one of the key priorities for 2022 is to start measuring and reporting emissions (scope 1 
and 2).
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soc ial

Diversity: diversity has been defined as a key priority for the company, and Nabiax is making efforts to measure 
and improve (i) diversity of age, through the creation of an intern program, (ii) diversity of gender, through equal 
recruiting processes on a no-name basis and (iii) women in management positions.

Employee wellbeing: rotation indexes and incidents are tracked and reported to the Board. Several initiatives 
to promote employee satisfaction as well as a healthy environment have been implemented in 2021. This 
includes the creation of a corporate app with health initiatives and challenges that can be completed in teams 
by Nabiax’ employees, to foster a good culture and working environment. Initiatives include training from 
health profession-als on selected topics, or sportive challenges that allow employees to win prizes to be 
contributed to a charitable project with ngo auara, dedicated to providing clean water in depressed areas in 
Mexico.

Engagement with local communities: During 2021 Nabiax developed an initiative with ngos Entreculturas 
and Fe y Alegría in Chile, in which Asterion also participated, with the aim of supporting young people in dis-
advantaged situations and guide them towards their integration into the labour market. The initiative, which 
is 50% developed, consisted in providing funding and training to students to help them gain useful skills for 
the telecom and data center sector. As part of the training, a number of these students are doing internships 
at the Nabiax data center in Chile. 

Nabiax is working on providing selected esg kpis which will be included in the 2022 esg annual report.
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COMPANY DESC RI  P  TION 
& S  TR ATEGIC ESG FIT

amp Clean Energy is a distributed energy platform providing low car-
bon energy solutions in the uk, with a particular focus on biomass 
heating and peaking generation to support heat decarbonization and 
flexible generation for the energy transition. 

amp’s aim is to develop and finance decentralised energy projects that 
meet the commercial and industrial sustainability agenda and sup-
ports the uk’s Net Zero ambition, with the commitment of providing 
customers with low carbon energy solutions and supporting renewa-
bles with grid services and flexible generation. 

esg is fully integrated in AMP’s business mission around 
sustainability, but also in how the business operates vis a vis its 
employees and clients. esg criteria are embedded across the business. 

CERTI  FICATIONS 

AMP Clean Energy Services is certified to the iso 9001:2015 for 
design, supply, installation, maintenance and management of wood 
heating systems and gas-fired peaking plants.

Biomass fuel is 100% certified by fsc (Forest Stewardship Council) 
and meets bsl sustainability standards.

ESG APPROAC H & UPDATE

amp’s business is strongly relevant from an environmental point of 
view, not only by using sustainable biomass fuel sources to allow for 
the decarbonization of heating by using woodchip and pellets, but 
also by looking to develop other energy efficiency services. It helps 
achieve the goal of decarbonizing heat by replacing conventional 
fossil fuels with low carbon heating sources. The Company also 
develops distributed flexible generation and storage that supports 
the uk’s energy transition towards more renewable energy sources. 
Additionally, other grid projects are under consideration as part of 
a broader strategy to support the network stability, offsetting the 
intermittency introduced by renewable generation from wind  
and solar.

Since the acquisition by Asterion, amp has made significant progress 
on the esg front. A Steering Committee has been created to coordi-
nate amp’s esg initiatives, and it is led by the Head of hr, who has 
been appointed as responsible for the esg function. It is also sup-
ported by the Group’s hseq Manager (Health, Safety, Environment  

Asterion Industrial Infra Fund I

I N V ESTMEN T DAT E : 

January 2020
H E A DQ UA RT ERS:  

London, UK
W EB IST E : 
w w w.ampcleanenerg y.com

SEC TO R: 

Energy
N UMB ER O F EMPLOY EES: 

c.180
2021 RE V EN U ES10: 

c.£44.5m
CO U N T R I ES  O F O PER AT I O N: 

UK
A I P  % OW N ERSH I P : 

100%
K P I  TO ME ASU RE IMPAC T 
Avoided emis s ions

SD G CO N T R I BU T I O N

10 Financial year ends on 31st of March. 
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and Quality), the Legal Manager, and the Procurement Manager. amp’s esg Steering Committee meets on a 
monthly basis. 

Please find below an overview of the key esg areas of focus for amp Clean Energy, as well as a brief description 
of the progress made during 2021 and priorities for 2022:

environmental

Road to Net Zero Plan: Engagement with an external consultant to define environmental kpis to be moni-
tored and create a Net Zero Roadmap. Some of the kpis to be included are co2 emissions from amp-owned 
installations and co2 savings achieved on client’s behalf. Carbon savings are already being tracked, having 
avoided c.10k tons of emissions in 2021.

Road to Net Zero Reporting: Development of a reporting tool to track co2 savings for clients to whom decar-
bonisation solutions are provided as a service. 

social

HSEQ and HR: amp operates a unified company handbook and intranet including a dedicated health, safety, 
and environment page, and provides employees with hseq training on a regular basis. Monitoring and report-
ing of accident ratios, audits and risk assessments is performed through a specific hseq internal software.

Through 2021, amp has implemented a new incident reporting system, leading to increased awareness and 
lower time-lost occurrences. This is then summarized in monthly reporting of selected kpis tracking against 
previous years and targets and reviewed by the Board during the monthly meetings. The company has also con-
ducted internal campaigns to increase awareness of this new system, solidifying safety and prevention culture. 
Additionally, it has launched a unified hr and Wellbeing benefits Portal across all divisions.

Employee Performance: Development of an Employee Performance Review tool that captures objectives and 
annual appraisals which will be launched in June 2022.  

governance

esg Internal Governance Structure: An esg Steering Committee was created in 2021, and the company com-
pleted the hiring of a Group’s hseq Manager. In addition, the Head of hr was appointed as responsible for esg 
at Group level. 

Policies: A harmonized hseq policy and a supplier code of conduct was implemented across the group, and 
supply chain audits for fuel suppliers are being prepared. 

Some of amp’s key esg priorities for 2022 are: 

• Finalize implementation of esg Policy.

• Develop a “Road to Net Zero” Action Plan.

• Create a Diversity & Inclusion Plan for top management.
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Scope 1: Direct ghg emissions T  C O 2 E 19, 3 8 6 5 0 , 787

Scope 2: Indirect ghg emissions T  C O 2 E 161 2 9 3

Scope 3: Other indirect GHG emissions T  C O 2 E N/A N/A

Emissions avoided T  C O 2 E N/A 10 . 0 0 0

Active involvement in the fossil fuels Y E S/N O Y E S* Y E S*

Share of nonrenewable energy consumption and production % 21% 4 5%

Performance of environmental impact assessment Y E S/N O Y E S Y E S

Tons of water emissions T O N S / M € 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 2

Hazardous waste generated T O N S N/A N/A

S
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IA

L

Involvement in violations of the ungc principles or oecd Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises

Y E S/N O N O N O

Policies or grievance/complaints handling mechanisms, to comply with un 
Global Compact principles and oecd Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises 
in place

Y E S/N O Y E S Y E S

Gender salary gap % 32 % 13%

% of women on the board % 2 0 % 2 0 %

Involvement in the manufacturing or selling of controversial weapons Y E S/N O N O N O

Accident prevention and H&S policies Y E S/N O Y E S Y E S

Equity or Equity-like Management Incentive Programs.
Y E S/N O/ 

I N P R O G R E S S
I N P R O G R E S S I N P R O G R E S S

*Natural gas is used for peaking plants and gas back up boilers at some biomass sites. This activity accounts for 6% of AMP’s revenues.
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COMPANY DESC RIP TION 
& STR ATEGIC ESG FIT

Lineox operates a portfolio of c. 10,800 microwave links connecting 
Telefonica’s mobile towers and some enterprise customers to their ter-
restrial fibre networks.

Axión is a wholesale provider of communication infrastructure and 
services based in Spain operating c. 630 tower sites predominantly 
located in Andalucía, with a service portfolio that encompasses tele-
com tower infrastructure, radio and DTT broadcasting, DAS and small 
cells, mission critical communication and IoT services.

Both companies are in the process of being merged with the goal of 
creating a leading telecom infrastructure platform in Spain.

Both Axión and Lineox predominantly provide services in very rural 
areas with low population density and thus are clear enablers of the 
objective to bridge the digital divide in these areas vs. the rest of the 
country. Axión provides broadcasting and mobile coverage in these 
areas and is carrying out further rural fibre roll-out. Lineox provides 
high-quality internet connection in areas which otherwise would not 
be able to be connected through fibre.

Likewise, Axion holds a 51% stake in Axent, a joint venture with 
Spain’s gas transmission system operator (Enagas). Axent is an opera-
tor of nationwide telecommunication transport infrastructure in the 
backbone, backhaul and access segments, and provides dark fibre ser-
vices and point-to-point circuits over its own lit fibre and radio link 
network. Axent’s network currently exceeds 5,300 km of backbone 
fibre optics and 300 radio links over urban and rural telecommuni-
cations sites.

C E RTIFIC ATIONS 
• Axión was named Sector Leader and ranked 1st European Data

Infrastructure/Data Transmission/Telecom Tower company,
receiving the highest rating in 2017 and 2019 by the GRESB
annual Esg assessment.

• ISO 9001 – Quality (Axión).

• ISO 14001 – Environment (Axión).

• ISO 45001 – Health & Safety (Axión).

Asterion Industrial Infra Fund I

I N V ESTMEN T DAT E11: 

March 2020 
(Lineox) 

January 2021 
(A x ión)

H E A DQ UA RT ERS: 

Madrid / Seville 
Spain
W EB IST E : 
w w w.l ineox .e s 
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(combined website  expec ted) 

SEC TO R: 

Telecoms  
Infrastructure
N UMB ER O F EMPLOY EES: 

150 FTEs
2021 RE V EN U ES: 

c. €69m
CO U N T R I ES  O F O PER AT I O N: 

Spain
A I P  % OW N ERSH I P : 

100%
K P I  TO ME ASU RE IMPAC T 
A x ion :  Point s  of  ser v ice  (#k) 
A xent :  Da rk f ibre  
(k  k ms-pa i r) 
LineoX :  IP revenue  
per  c i rcu it  (€)

SD G CO N T R I BU T I O N

11 Axent has not been included in the scope of the key metrics.
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ESG APPROAC H & UPDATE

Axión has integrated esg practices within the company’s operations and culture for a long time, counting with 
best-in-class esg policies, processes and reporting in place. Axión is recognized within the telecommunications 
sector as one of the leading companies on this field, having obtained the highest rating on the GRESB annual 
Assessment for 2017 and 2019. In 2021, despite maintaining similar levels to the previous years, Axión was 
not able to reach the first position award. However, the company has set as one of its priorities for 2022 to 
secure its “leader” status in 2022 gresb Awards again. 

Lineox was a carve out of assets from Telefónica, where all operations had to be created from scratch. As of today, 
the management team is in the process of implementing Axión’s esg best-practices into at Lineox and Axent.

Axión has a dedicated esg team of five people which, amongst other responsibilities, are in charge of defining 
annual company esg corporate objectives, helping the company to become a leader in the sector in terms of esg 
integration and management. Such company targets are also further extended to other functions across the 
different businesses and integrated within the team across the whole company. Objectives are approved at the 
Board of Directors during q1 of every year and progress is measured and reported to the Board on a monthly 
basis. The team has already integrated Lineox and Axent within this process since 2021, and has presented 
several esg objectives for 2022, which will be were approved by the Board in March 2022. 

The company annually publishes a Sustainability Report annually, which details the progress made with regards 
to the targets set, including relevant kpis. The company’s Risk Map, which is under in constant evolution 
and evaluation, also takes specific esg topics into account.

Please find below an overview of key esg areas of focus for the company today, as well as a brief description of 
the progress made during 2021 and priorities for 2022:  

governance

Enhancement of governance policies & certifications: From a Governance point of view, during 2021, it 
is worth highlighting Axión’s approval of specific policies of international sanctions and competition within 
the company. 

During 2021 the company has continued to carry out the corresponding regular iso certifications’ audits. As 
a novelty, and in alignment with Axión’s commitment to sustainability, its headquarters in Valencina de la 
Concepción (Seville), have obtained the prestigious breeam certification in Sustainable Infrastructure, being the 
reference international sustainable construction certificate.

With regards to the integration of Lineox and Axion, the Corporate Compliance framework has been 
successfully implemented at both companies in 2021. The most important elements are the Code for 
Customers and Suppliers, the Ethics Code, the whistleblower channel and the constitution creation of the 
Compliance Committee. This structure has been communicated to the staff and to our stakeholders, via the 
internet. Training on this subject is one of the most important objectives in both companies businesses for 
2022. During 2022,  it is expected that a number of Axion’s esg policies will be implemented into Lineox and 
Axent, always with the aim of improving and expanding their esg structure focus, progressively  
benchmarking it against the most demanding standards.

Other actions to be highlighted this year include the update of gpdr regulations and the consolidation of the 
measurement of several esg kpis, which will allow the publication of the first sustainability report during 2022 
for Lineox and Axent.

Priorities for 2022 pay special attention to the improvement of the gresb assessment and the publication of 
an esg report for Lineox and Axent. 
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Compensation linked to esg performance: One of the key priorities for 2022 is the inclusion of esg-linked 
variable compensation to managers of all areas. This mechanism will link 10% of variable compensation for 
the highest professional categories within the organization and has already been approved by the Board of 
Directors in March 2022.

social

Diversity & Inclusion and employee wellbeing: Axión counts with a formal Gender Equality Plan since 2020. 
In 2021, several actions have been implemented regarding the use of inclusive language in internal communica-
tions and the integration of equality practices in the hiring process of new positions. Currently, 20% of manage-
ment positions in Axión are held by women. 
Within the framework of Axion’s Healthy company project, a workshop on nutrition and psychological risks was 
held for all the staff after the pandemic.

Priorities for 2022 pay special attention to employee training, gender equality and health and safety. 

Local communities: In relation to the company’s engagement with local communities, Axión collaborates with 
the Administration and academic institutions, facilitating internships for students and graduates, both Spanish 
and foreign. In 2021, seven students from the University of Seville have completed their Internships at Axión 

During 2021, Axión took part in WaveCombe project, an eu wide project led by the Polytechnic University of 
Valencia, whose objective is to study and guarantee coverage and maximum quality of 5G communications in 
locations such as sports stadiums, concert halls, shopping centers and other crowded indoor spaces. Axión’s in-
volvement in this project consisted in hosting, for a period of 6 months period, some of the Early Stage Research-
ers (ESR) working on the design, implementation and optimization of Small Cells and DAS systems. Due to the 
circumstances at the time, this involved a virtual hosting which finalized in November 2021. 

Axión has participated in Women's Day on March 8th, 2021 disseminating the adecco campaign #Vulnerables 
through social media channels. Additionally, with the aim of raising awareness among the population of multi-
ple sclerosis, a disease which affects 55,000 people throughout Spain, Axión and its workers participated in for 
Multiple Sclerosis Race held in May 2021. 

environmental

Transition to renewable and more sustainable sources of energy: From an environmental standpoint, Axión 
has a strong commitment. Over 96.5% of its electricity supply comes from renewable energy sources, with a 
meaningful carbon footprint avoided of 9,461 tco2eq. Most of the Company’s carbon emissions come from 
the 3.41% of non-green electricity consumption, followed by fuel consumption (fleet of maintenance vehicles 
and backup diesel generators) and furtive emissions of fluorinated gases from air conditioning equipment. 
Current operations favour carbon emission reductions as Axión’s sites are remotely controlled, avoiding 
maintenance on site, and hence reducing vehicles use for operations. 

In this context, the company has purchased its first electric vehicle fleet for o&m and has installed an electric 
charger in its the headquarters available for all employees, thus promoting the use of more sustainable vehicles. 

Measurement of carbon footprint and offsetting emissions: A xión has been measuring its carbon footprint 
since 2016 and has developed a plan to reduce and offset its emissions during the coming years with the goal of 
becoming a net zero company over time. During 2021, significant progress was made on this front, and offset-
ting initiatives through reforestation were evaluated. The company plans to finalize and begin the execution of a 
reforestation plan in 2022, which will allow Axion to be neutral for approximately the next four years. 
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12The scope of these reported esg KPIs only considers Axión’s activity. Asterion is committed to working on being able to report aggregated figures for Axión, 
Axent and Lineox in the next years.

Priorities for 2022 will also consider the measurement of environmental kpis (carbon footprint measurement 
certification iso 14067) and the continuation, with a more intense focus, of Axión’s long-standing plan for the 
installation of photovoltaic panels. While ten panels were installed in the different centers through 2021, the aim 
for 2022 is to install fifty-three.
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Scope 1: Direct ghg emissions T  C O 2 E 2 3 0 2 51

Scope 2: Indirect ghg emissions T  C O 2 E 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0

Scope 3: Other indirect GHG emissions T  C O 2 E 356 3 5 0

Emissions avoided T  C O 2 E N O N O

Active involvement in the fossil fuels Y E S/N O N O N O

Share of nonrenewable energy consumption and production % 0 % 0 %

Performance of environmental impact assessment Y E S/N O Y E S Y E S

Tons of water emissions T O N S / M € 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 2

Hazardous waste generated T O N S 1,982 3 , 8 4 4

S
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IA

L

Involvement in violations of the UNGC principles or OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises

Y E S/N O N O N O

Policies or grievance/complaints handling mechanisms, to comply with 
UN Global Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational 
Enterprises in place

Y E S/N O Y E S Y E S

Gender salary gap % 10 % 9 %

% of women on the board % 0 % 0 %

Involvement in the manufacturing or selling of controversial weapons Y E S/N O N O N O

Accident prevention and H&S policies Y E S/N O Y E S Y E S

Equity or Equity-like Management Incentive Programs.
Y E S/N O/ 

I N P R O G R E S S
I N P R O G R E S S I N P R O G R E S S

O
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E
R Axión: Points of service # K 5 . 0 4 5 . 0 6

Axent: Dark fibre K K M S - PA I R 42 . 7 4 3 . 7

Lineox: IP revenue per circuit € 16 6 175
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COMPANY DESC RIP TION 
& STR ATEGIC ESG FIT

Energy Assets Group (eag) is a vertically integrated utility 
infrastructure company involved in critical aspects of the value chain 
delivering utilities services to end users. eag operates through 2 
business units:

• Metering & Data BU, c85% of ebitda:  Owns, operates and
maintains advanced and smart electricity and gas meters for the
I&C market and provides related data collection and aggrega-
tion services.

• Networks BU, c15% of ebitda:  Construction ownership and
operation of residential and commercial last mile electricity,
gas, fibre and water connections.

Through eag’s business activities in metering, network construction 
and asset adoption services, it provides assistance to the private and 
public sectors in the uk to improve their energy efficiency through 
ground-breaking technologies, data analytics and innovative 
customer-focused processes.

C E RTIFIC ATIONS 

The Company holds iso 9001 (Quality Management), 14001 (En-
vironmental Management Systems - ems), iso 45001 (Occupational 
health and safety) and iso 27001 Information Security Management 
certifications at some of its sites.  

eag is also accredited with Gas Safe Register as an Approved Meter 
Installer, and with the Retail Energy Code Co (recco) as a gas and 
electricity Meter Equipment Manager. This allows eag to operate 
across the UK metering industry.

In addition, eag is also accredited to the National Eletricity Registra-
tion Scheme (ners), the Gas Industry Accreditation Scheme (girs), 
and the Water Industry Registration Scheme (wirs) within our Con-
struction and Networks business.  

ESG APPROAC H & UPDATE

Energy Assets Group actively manages esg, and consequently its esg 
strategy is well integrated into the company’s business model, finan-
cial planning, reporting and Board discussions. 

The Company has developed a 5-year strategic plan (2021-2026) 
which is updated on an annual basis and with a number of esg initi-

13  Financial year ends on 31st of March  
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atives relating to health, safety and environment. Progress of this plan is monitored on an ongoing basis by the 
Executive Management Team.

eag strives to generate performance by cultivating and retaining diverse talent and engaging with the communi-
ties in which it operates. The company’s socially responsible approach to business is reflected in eag’s culture and 
implemented through a number of policies and procedures. 

eag’s sustainability priorities are based on three main pillars, which are in line with the company’s business model 
and culture:

• Working Towards Net Zero

• Safety Commitment

• Equality, Inclusion, Diversity

Below, a brief overview of the main actions the company has implemented during 2021, based on its 
esg priorities: 

governance

The company has a formal esg policy in place and has developed several initiatives to actively manage esg and 
further integrate it within their business and operations.

Reporting: A monthly performance report is shared with internal and external stakeholders, including several 
H&S performance indicators and environmental performance (co2 emissions).

Compensation and incentives: As part of the company’s commitment to enhance esg performance, a new 
management annual bonus scheme has been defined, together with a new performance-based scheme for em-
ployees which will include esg performance targets at all levels within the organization. These schemes will be 
implemented in 2022. 

Value chain: All Suppliers are subject to an Approved Vendor Assessment (ava) process, including, as a first step, 
the completion the Vendor Assessment Form, which covers several esg topics (h&s, Environmental, Business 
Continuity, Information Security management, csr policies available, as well as information on relevant insur-
ances held). Key suppliers’ business ethics audit is planned for 2022. 

Stakeholder management: The company has done a formal stakeholder identification and keeps a Register of 
Interested Parties. The register of interested parties is reviewed at least every 6 months to ensure it remains rele-
vant and up to date.  The Register also identifies the risk/impact to the company from each interested party, needs 
and expectations and control measures (e.g. communication channels, satisfaction surveys, periodic reporting 
established, amongst others).

environmental

Waste: Waste data is collected monthly, and the company achieved the target of “zero waste to landfill” at the 
end of 2020 for fixed site waste (offices/depots).  We have improved the availability of waste data during 2021 
which will enable us to get a clearer picture of our waste production and refine our ability to implement improve-
ment plans.

Road to Net Zero: The company’s longer term energy strategy is to be “Net Zero” by 2030. As a medium-
term strategy, the Company has implemented the principles of iso 50001: Energy management. iso 
Certification is under active consideration, but currently not seen to be a principal requirement.  
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As expected, and in alignment with this objective, the company measures its co2 emissions on a monthly basis 
and has included several scope 3 criteria in the measurement for 2021. As part of a new annual bonus scheme for 
management eag has included targets related to the reduction of carbon footprint.  

Energy usage is monitored via monthly energy bills. co2 emissions from electricity and gas consumption have 
reduced by 12% as compared with 2019 (pre-Covid year) 

Management systems: The Company has implemented a formal environmental management system based on 
iso 14001 for 8 of its 11 sites and is subject to external certification audits every 3 years. The multiple iso audits 
have been carried out across all standards and sites, and no major non-conformances were identified. 

In addition, iso 9001/14001/45001 were successfully implemented at the Northampton office and certification 
gained during 2021. 

It remains an intention to obtain additional certification for Stirling during 2022/2023, however during 2021 
priority was given to combining the girs/ners/wirs certifications and aligning processes for Stirling and Birstall.   

social

Management systems and reporting: The Company has implemented a formal health and safety management 
system (ohsas 18001) for several sites and stores. ohsas 18001 certifications were migrated at the end of 2020 
to iso 45001. 

Incidents by type (Non-Lost Time Incidents - nltis), (Lost Time Incidents - ltis) and vehicle accidents are 
recorded, as well as near misses and reportable riddor (Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occur-
rences Regulations). 

Health & Safety: As a result of an internal analysis carried out by the company, eag has identified the need to 
significantly improve safety levels. For this reason, through 2021, a comprehensive hs&e plan has been devel-
oped, together with an execution road map in areas of leadership, management systems, employees’ engagement, 
hazard and risk assessment, to be implemented in 2022. 

As an integral part of this plan, the company has initiated several programs to reduce incidents, including the 
transformation of the h&s team structure implemented in 2021.  This has involved the definition of h&s targets 
linked to performance across the entire organization. The company is targeting a 20% year on year reduction 
of the ltfir over the next 5 years. The number of total accidents in 2021 has seen a decrease in excess of 10% 
compared to 2020. 

Training: Additionally, employees receive training on relevant h&s qualifications prior to expiry through the 
lms (Learning Management System), the Company’s e-Learning platform. Employees also receive ongoing train-
ing and development in their relevant trade discipline. 

Internal governance: There are no trade unions in place at the moment. h&s committees take place quarterly 
where a mixture of representatives from the business are present, including management, office, operational and 
field-based staff.
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Scope 1: Direct ghg emissions T  C O 2 E 2 , 6 6 3 2 , 62 0

Scope 2: Indirect ghg emissions T  C O 2 E 2 01 15 6

Scope 3: Other indirect GHG emissions T  C O 2 E 1, 2 4 5 1, 4 5 4

Emissions avoided T  C O 2 E N/A N/A

Active involvement in the fossil fuels Y E S/N O N O N O

Share of nonrenewable energy consumption and production % 10 0 % 10 0 %

Performance of environmental impact assessment Y E S/N O N O N O

Tons of water emissions T O N S / M € 0 . 07 0 . 07

Hazardous waste generated T O N S 0 . 0 25 0 . 0 25
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Involvement in violations of the UNGC principles or OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises

Y E S/N O N O N O

Policies or grievance/complaints handling mechanisms, to comply with 
UN Global Compact principles and OECD Guidelines for Multinational 
Enterprises in place

Y E S/N O Y E S Y E S

Gender salary gap % 2 3% 2 0 %

% of women on the board % 2 0 % 4 0 %

Involvement in the manufacturing or selling of controversial weapons Y E S/N O N O N O

Accident prevention and H&S policies Y E S/N O Y E S Y E S

Equity or Equity-like Management Incentive Programs.
Y E S/N O/ 

I N P R O G R E S S
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Number of installed meters  # 952 1, 6 82
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COMPANY DESC RIP TION 
& STR ATEGIC ESG FIT

Cableworld is an alternative regional Telecom provider with a best-
in-class fibre network in the south east of Spain (being the leading 
alternative player in the Alicante region).

Cableworld has built c. 220k Homes Passed and has a customer base 
of c. 51k (c. 40K of which on fibre), across 14 towns (of which 3 
launched in 2019) and is organised around two hubs: Novelda and 
Elda / Murcia. With more than 30yrs of corporate history, the Com-
pany has transformed itself from an analogue cable TV provider to a 
full-fledged quadruple-play operator based on FTTH technology and 
has achieved dominant market positions across most of the towns, 
where they have rolled out services.

Through its state-of-the-art fibre network and infrastructure, Cable-
world is bridging the rural digital divide. Fibre roll-out ensures inter-
net access to rural population, which is a critical element for commu-
nication and education. Cableworld not only fosters gender equality 
in its business, it is also strongly committed and involved with the 
local communities to address key social needs around Health, Edu-
cation and Equality.

C E RTIFIC ATIONS

N/A.

ESG APPROAC H & UPDATE

The management team at Cableworld since inception in 1980 has 
been very conscious of the huge impact the company has on the en-
vironment, stakeholders, and communities where it is present. Social 
and health initiatives, employee wellbeing, customer satisfaction and 
engagement with local communities have always been at the core of 
the company’s strategy.

The company has several best-in-class initiatives in place and its 
management team has shown a deep ongoing commitment to keep 
evolving and improving on this front, which is already very integrat-
ed in the company’s culture. 

Since the partnership with Asterion in June 2020, Asterion and 
Cableworld are working closely to formalize a well-defined esg strat-
egy, with the aim to enhance the existing initiatives and implement-
ing new ones, as well as new processes, for further development.

Asterion Industrial Infra Fund I

I N V ESTMEN T  DAT E :  

June 2020 
H E  A DQ UA RT  ERS:   

Alicante, Spain
W EB IST E :  
w w w.c  ableworld .e s  

S EC TO R: 

Telecoms / Fibre 
N UMB  ER  O  F  EMPLOY EES:  

450
2021 RE V EN U ES: 

€35m
CO U N T R I  ES  O  F  O  PER  AT I O N:  

Spain 
A I P  %  OW N ERSH  I P :  

60%
K P I  TO ME  ASU RE IMPAC T 
# of  home  s  pa  s sed 

SD G  CO N T R I  BU T I O N
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Please find below an overview of key esg areas for the company today, as well as a brief description of the pro-
gress made during 2021 and priorities for 2022:

governance

Internal governance policy enhancement: During 2021, Asterion and Cableworld’s management team have 
worked closely with an external advisor to develop all necessary policies and procedures to ensure the company 
meets the highest standards in terms of corporate governance. The policies created or enhanced during 2021 
include: Ethical Code and Procedure, Regulatory Compliance Committee Articles, Criminal Risks Map, An-
ti-corruption Policy, Compliance Policy, Purchasing Policy, Conflict of Interests Policy, Anti-Money Launder-
ing and Terrorism Financing Prevention Policy, Penalty Procedure. Ongoing review and enhancement of these 
policies will be done from now on.

In relation to these policies, the team is focused on carrying out the corresponding training programs and 
setting up recurrent control and monitoring systems to track progress and ensure best practices within the 
company. Currently, Cableworld is carrying out training course on health and safety, compliance and anti-trust 
aspects. 

Internal esg governance structure: In 2021 a responsible for esg matters was appointed. As a key priority for 
2022 Cableworld will create an esg Committee.

environmental

Road to Net Zero: In alignment with Asterion’s priorities, the company has taken the first steps towards man-
aging its ghg emissions by engaging an external third party to measure its direct and indirect emissions (scope 
1 & 2) for 2021, which is currently ongoing. It is the company’s intention to continue to measure emissions on 
a yearly basis from now on and to report its progress to Asterion from 2022 onwards. Once emissions data from 
at least a couple of years is available, the company will create a reduction and offsetting plan. 

social

Gender equality: Women take a central stage in the company’s leadership team (Managing Directors and c. 
90% of Executive team are women). In alignment with the company’ s strong focus on promoting gender 
equality, since 2020 Cableworld counts with a Business Gender Equality Steering Committee who meets 
periodically and is responsible for ensuring compliance with the company’s equality plan, as well as promot-
ing equality actions, including policies against sexual harassment and non-sexist language dossier, amongst 
others. In 2021, Cableworld has continued to do a bi-monthly tracking of the salary gap between women and 
men including fixed and variable remuneration, which has determined a 5.16% of pay gap for this period15. 
Regarding salaries between men and women within the same department and job description, there is no salary 
gap. The existence of a salary gap is due to differences among different departments and the proportion of men 
and women in those.

Labour unions: Cableworld has labour unions with legal representation for each of the operating companies, 
that meet on a weekly basis to discuss health & safety, security and equality programs, as well as to promote 
new initiatives.

15Cableworld’s pay gap does not consider the Top Management categories of the company. All categories have been equally considered without differentiating 
between departments.
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Employee training: in addition to initial training for new employees about the overall structure of the compa-
ny and specific knowledge on their position, Cableworld carries out several trainings for its employees divided 
in three categories. In 2021 de following were performed: 

• All departments: Measures and security against Covid-19, Compliance, First Aid & Road Safety and
Occupational risk prevention.

• Technical staff: Preventive resources (60 hours), Specific metal sector (6 hours), heights course (8 hours)
and depending on the technical position, training on elevator platforms, confined spaces and Mikrotik.
Resfresh courses of 6 hourse are imparted every two years.

• Commercial department: Initial training course (fees, bbdd), data protection, commercial reinforcement,
new campaigns and fees courses. At least one external training of motivation and sale by value is carried
out. Internally, the trainer conducts daily trainings with all commercial staff to develop sales and customer
service techniques.

Commitment with local communities: Cableworld is actively engaged on addressing key social needs around 
Health, Education and Equality in the communities where it is present and focuses on developing several initi-
atives around these. Among others, the company has participated in the following activities in 2021:

1.  Supporting local ngos fighting against child cancer and fighting poverty in Ethiopia through fundraising
activities including participation and employee volunteerism in a solidarity sport events and other activi-
ties.

2. Implementation of a gender equality awareness program.

3.  Granting of 60 sports scholarships to children aged between 6 and 16 years old with the objective of pro-
moting active and heathy lifestyles among new generations.

4.  Supporting of families and people at risk of social exclusion covering the costs of basic needs (electricity
bills, water, gas cylinders, plumbing, feeding, etc.).

5.  Labour Integration Programme: focuses on the integration of people in risk of social exclusion through
Cableworld’s job search trainings, psychosocial workshops, and job exchange contacts.

Cableworld is working on providing selected esg KPIs which will be included in the 2022 esg annual report 2022.
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COMPANY DESC RIP TION 
& STR ATEGIC ESG FIT

Sorgenia is an integrated energy utility with a gas fired power genera-
tion capacity of 3.2 gw, a renewable wind and biomass energy capac-
ity of 370mw - as part of the transaction completed by Asterion, and 
a fast-growing electricity and gas retail platform. The Company also 
has a renewable energy platform which develops geothermal, solar, 
wind, hydro, and biomethane projects. 

As a conventional and renewable power producer and integrated en-
ergy services provider, Sorgenia is supporting the energy transition in 
Italy. Through its core activities, Sorgenia and its group of companies 
ensure grid stability, particularly in the southernmost regions of Italy 
which are more prone to volatility and facilitates the achievement of 
the country’s decarbonisation targets through the phasing out of all 
coal fired power plants. Its thermal generation fleet ranks amongst 
the most recent and efficient in Italy.

Furthermore, the development of its renewable platform within a 
broad range of technologies (e.g. wind, biomass, solar, hydro, geo-
thermal, biomethane) will contribute significantly to delivering the 
Italian National Energy and Climate Plan (necp) and the eu decar-
bonisation targets (30% of total energy consumption in Italy to come 
from renewable sources by 2030).

Social initiatives have historically been at the forefront of Sorgenia’s 
strategy, with a focus on employment stability, diversity, and work 
life balance.

C E RTIFIC ATIONS 

iso 18295, iso 9001, iso 14001 and iso 45001, iso 50001.

ESG APPROAC H & UPDATE

esg is embedded into Sorgenia’s culture, business model and devel-
opment, and unifies all functions within the group in a holistic way, 
including governance, institutional and regulatory affairs, relation-
ship to markets, labour and communities, and environmental im-
pact, with a focus on Green Tech. Today, the company has managed 
to build a uniquely recognised brand that is deeply connected to esg 
matters, with a strong identity and values represented by paralympic 
champion Bebe Vio in its media communications.

Asterion Industrial Infra Fund I

I N V ESTMEN T  DAT E :  

October 2020
H E  A DQ UA RT  ERS:  

Milan, Italy
W EB IST E :  
w w w.sorgenia . it  

S EC TO R: 

Utilities
N UMB  ER  O  F  EMPLOY EES:  

544
2021 RE V EN U ES: 

€3610m
CO U N T R I  ES  O  F  O  PER  AT I O N:  

Italy 
A I P  %  OW N ERSH  I P :  

27.6%
KPI  TO ME  ASURE IMPACT 
Avoided emissions 

SD G  CO N T R I  BU T I O N
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Below, find an overview of the key topics in which the company is focused as well as the main actions carried 
during 2021 and the focus for 2022:

governance

Throughout 2021, Sorgenia has been working with an external sustainability advisor to develop its esg Action 
Plan for the next years which will be finalized and approved by the Board of Directors in 2022. As part of 
this process, the Group has carried out a materiality analysis and has defined 4 key pillars upon which to keep 
building their esg strategy:

• Environmental action (including energy transition, circular economy and supply chain management).

• Transforming our relationship to energy (focus on green tech and digital transformation of the business).

• Impacting society (mainly through diversity and equal opportunities).

• Self-realization of employees and other stakeholders (employees’ health and safety, purpose and alignment
of employees and stakeholders, diversity and equal opportunities).

In addition, a long-term incentive plan with broad employee coverage is expected to be approved in 2022, in-
corporating multi-year performance bonus based on various metrics for 2022-2024.

environmental

As a key player in the energy transition space, environmental best practices have been embedded early on with-
in the group. Sustainability has become an essential component of investment decisions taken by the firm to 
build a green and sustainable company. 

Sorgenia is continually expanding its offering and has recently launched a 100% green and carbon neutral elec-
tricity supply offering.  

The company monitors selected environmental kpis which progress is reported as well in their sustainability 
report. These kpis include energy consumed, carbon footprint (scope 1 and 2) and waste.

Other key topics to further develop in 2022 and beyond include co2 emissions and waste, which are already 
being measured (including emissions avoided, which have been 519.516 tco2eq in 2021). These priorities also 
include the development of additional mw of renewable capacity (>500mw by 2026 in solar pv and wind).

social

Employment stability: Social initiatives have been historically at the forefront of Sorgenia’s strategy, with a 
focus on employment stability (96% of collaborators work under permanent contracts, 98% in 2020), diversity 
(Sorgenia was ranked among the top 20 companies in the Italian Diversity Brand Index) and work life balance 
(Sorgenia is certified as “Great Place to Work” since 2018 and has been named 8th best workplace among com-
petitors in Italy in 2021).  

Diversity: As one of Sorgenia’s key priorities, the company is working towards reinforcing gender diversity 
in their workforce (in 2021, slightly over 30% of employees were women). In terms of diversity of age, during 
2021 more than 40% of the new hires have been in the lower range of the average age (which is 30-50), increas-
ing diversity on that front. Since 2018, Sorgenia has ranked Top 20 in the Brand Diversity Index.

Training: 17,162 hours of training to employees done in 2021, constituting an average of 30 hours per women 
and 32 per man and being the average more or less consistent across business categories.
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Health & Safety: Health and safety is central to corporate culture. Sorgenia is actively encouraging adoption 
of responsible behaviors, promoting greater attention and awareness to risks and working for ongoing improve-
ment of standards. Over the past years, significant reduction in intervention time for the emergency team was 
achieved in case of accidents using a tailor-made app and augmented reality. Incident frequency dropped from 
4.1 in 2017 to 1.9 in 2019, zero in 2020 and 0.5 in 2021 due to 2 accidents attributable to fortuitous events.

Engagement with local communities: Sorgenia promotes partnerships with local organisations to promote 
sustainable development and also allows customers to participate in sustainable initiatives through an app that 
puts them in contact with projects to make donations to help people in risk of exclusion or fund reforestation 
projects. 

For example, through the #Sempre25Novembre initiative, with the support of the La Grande Casa cooperative, 
Sorgenia carried out an action to raise awareness against violence to women. 

Furthermore, in support of families in need, during the pandemic Sorgenia joined the Spesa Sospesa initi-
ative, asking its customers to make a symbolic donation, in return for which the Company donated the equiva-
lent of their monthly bill.

In 2021, Sorgenia has built also a Renewable Energy Community (rec) in the Municipality of Turano 
Lodigiano, one of the first in Italy; a rec collects users who share clean and renewable energy and represents an 
innovative model of green energy production and consumption. It will have an expected production of about 
50,000 kWh and will connect 9 municipal users, a parish and 23 families.
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COMPANY DESC RIP TION 
& STR ATEGIC ESG FIT

Retelit is an Italian provider of digital infrastructure services, namely 
wholesale fibre and information & communications technology (ict) 
services to telcos., companies and governmental entities. 

The Company had been listed on the Milan Stock Exchange since 
2000 and listed on the star segment since 2016, and Asterion com-
pleted its full acquisition and delisting in 2021.

Through its activity, Retelit contributes to bridging the digital divide 
in Italy, a country that is severely fiber underpenetrated compared 
to the European average. In an increasingly interconnected world, 
Retelit helps lay down the fiber connective tissue that makes inter-
connection possible. Retelit believes that developing ict solutions and 
driving digital transformation in companies helps them innovate and 
create value. 

C E RTIFIC ATIONS 

Retelit has current and valid iso 9001, iso 14001, iso 20001, iso 
50001 and iso 27001 certifications through the different companies 
of the Group.

ESG APPROAC H & UPDATE

Since Asterion’s acquisition in late 2020 and early 2021, Retelit’s 
management team has been working on enhancing the company’s 
esg strategy. After conducting a thorough analysis of all esg policies 
and procedures, as well as a materiality analysis, Retelit, with the 
help of an external advisor has defined an esg Action Plan which 
includes priority actions, targets and measurement kpis for 2022 to 
2030. 

This plan is comprised of three main pillars (“For a green future”, 
“For people and the community” and “For a responsible value 
chain”), each of which incorporate several key objectives to be 
achieved through specific actions. The plan is aligned with un’s 
Sustainable Development Goals as follows:  

Asterion Industrial Infra Fund 
I & II

I N V ESTMEN T DAT E : 

October 2020
H E A DQ UA RT ERS:  

Milan, Italy
W EB IST E : 
w w w.rete l it . it 

SEC TO R: 

Telecoms / Fibre
N UMB ER O F EMPLOY EES:  

663
2021 RE V EN U ES:  

€179m
CO U N T R I ES  O F O PER AT I O N: 

Italy 
(limited activity  
in Austria & Germany) 

A I P  % OW N ERSH I P : 

100% 
K P I  TO ME ASU RE IMPAC T 
Net work leng t h (k m of  f ibre) 

SD G CO N T R I BU T I O N
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A R E A S O F 

I M PAC T 

F O R A G R E E N F U T U R E F O R P E O P L E A N D 

 T H E C O M M U N I T Y

F O R A R E S P O N S I B L E 

VA LU E C H A I N

O B J E C T I V E S

• Raise awareness of climate change
and environmental issues.

• Carbon neutrality.

• Ensure an inclusive and sustain-
able work environment.

• Encourage employee social
engagement.

• Promote stem and digital
inclusion.

• Ensure an ethical and sustainable
supply chain.

• Ensure data security and privacy.

S DGs

As part of the plan, Retelit is in the process of developing a monitoring system that will allow for regular monitor-
ing and reporting on the evolution of this strategy and the specific actions. This plan was approved at the Board 
of Directors in March 2022 and an update with more granular actions by year is expected to be presented at the 
Board in q3 2022.

In addition to the development and definition of Retelit’s esg Action Plan, during 2021 the company has been 
focused on the implementation of several actions and initiatives. Please find below an overview of the key areas 
of focus and actions implemented through 2021, as well as priorities for 2022: 

governance

Sustainability report: Since 2020, Retelit publishes a company’s Sustainability Report, reporting on its activities 
and practices for environmental, social and governance topics, following the standards defined by the new “G4 
Sustainability Reporting Guidelines” published by Global Reporting Initiative (gri). 

Reinforcing esg team: In September 2021 Retelit defined the Group Sustainability Management Task Force, 
which comprises company managers representing each of the main corporate functions. Among others, the 
Group has the following functions:

• Planning and achieving the Company's Sustainability goals;

• Contributing to Integrated Governance and promoting awareness of esg issues – including those related
to climate change - within the Company;

• Promoting communication and coordination between all corporate functions and initiatives carried out in
the sustainability arena.

One of Retelit’s key priorities for 2022 was to complete the hiring of an esg manager to oversee the implemen-
tation of the esg plan and strategy, as well as the annual environmental report produced by the company. This 
hiring was completed in q1 2022. 

Internal policies: Retelit has approved its Anti-corruption Policy in 2021, which together with its Ethics Code, 
the company expresses the commitment and ethical responsibilities that the Group assumes towards its stake-
holders. Furthermore, the finalization and approval by the Bord of Directors of the company’s Supplier Code of 
Conduct is a priority for 2022, as well as the creation of a cyber risk policy and its corresponding strategy.
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social

Diversity and inclusion: The company is strongly committed to fostering diversity and equality within its work-
force in the coming years, and for this, in March 2022 the Board of Directors approved the company’s Diversity 
and Inclusion Policy. Additionally, the company has been periodically monitoring several diversity and inclusion 
related kpis which are annually reported through its non-financial report

environmental

Climate Change and Road to Net Zero: Retelit is focused on ghg reduction and tracks kpis on three fronts 
(i) Co2 emissions from the Company’s car fleet, (ii) emissions from air conditioning of data centers and offices
and (iii) paper recycling management. Retelit is implementing actions to reduce emissions such as teleworking,
efficient car fleet, usage of lower weight paper. This is a priority topic included in the action plan and to be further
developed during 2022, with the view of increasing granularity of the actions to be taken to become a net zero
company in the medium term.
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COMPANY DESC RI  P  TION 
& S  TR ATEGIC ESG FIT

Barter Energy is focused on the deployment of shared solar rooftop 
installations, a model that brings generation much closer to consump-
tion than traditional solar farm deployment models.

The company has an ambitious business plan to become the Spanish 
leader in shared rooftop installations to offer cost-effective electricity 
to nearby customers. This way, Barter will create solar communities 
that can access 100% renewable energy without the need of build-
ing their own installation, bridging the gap between rooftop owners 
and nearby consumers who would like access to renewable energy. 
Through its activity, Barter will be able to provide affordable electric-
ity and savings compared to current energy bills especially given the 
very high power prices we see today.

Barter’s goal is to integrate electricity generation and demand, as well 
as integrate additional services in the future, such as electric mobility 
or energy storage, as they become economically viable, as sustainable 
energy adoption continues to expand. Barter aims to play an impor-
tant role in the energy transition in Spain.

ESG APPROAC H & UPDATE

Barter Energy is the first company of the Energy Transition Solu-
tions platform being developed by Asterion. As a company in build-
up, it is in the process of establishing its operations and presence in 
the market.

Since acquisition in May 2021, both Asterion and Barter’s manage-
ment teams have been working on the development of the compa-
ny’s esg strategy. In addition to Barter’s intrinsic environmental and 
social contribution, the company is committed to incorporating best 
esg practices across the sector, ensuring the highest level of conduct-
ing a responsible business. 

In 2021 some important steps have been taken in the right direc-
tion. One of Barter’s priorities during 2021 has been to build the 
team, which now comprises 13 people (c. 70% of them women). The 
company has also appointed a team of two people responsible for 
the implementation of the esg strategy.

Asterion Industrial Infra Fund II

I N V ESTMEN T DAT E : 

May 2021
H E A DQ UA RT ERS:  

Madrid
W EB IST E : 
w w w.ba r terenerg y.e s

SEC TO R: 

Renewable energy
N UMB ER O F EMPLOY EES:  

13
2021 RE V EN U ES:  

N/A
CO U N T R I ES  O F O PER AT I O N:  

Spain 
A I P  % OW N ERSH I P :  

100% 
K P I  TO ME ASU RE IMPAC T 
# Emissions  avoided

SD G CO N T R I BU T I O N
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In addition, an esg Action Plan has been developed, with the help of an external advisor. This Plan includes 
the definition of several actions and corresponding targets to ensure all key esg priorities are taken into account 
from the start, and best-in-class internal processes are built. The plan is expected to be approved by the Board 
of Directors in April 2022. Some of the priorities for 2022 included in the plan are:

Internal policies: definition and approval of a number of internal policies covering esg management, code 
of conduct, criminal compliance, health and safety, risk management, supplier management and stakeholder 
mapping.

Reporting: Establish internal process for kpi monitoring and reporting, including emissions avoided.

Emissions and Road to Net Zero: in alignment with Asterion’s priorities and as part of the Action Plan, Bar-
ter aims to develop first steps towards the Road to Net Zero, starting with measuring carbon emissions. Reduc-
tion targets have been also included in the plan. 
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COMPANY DESC RIP TION 
& STR ATEGIC ESG FIT

ms3 is a fiber network operator based in Hull, uk, providing connec-
tivity solutions to homes and businesses across the North of England. 

ms3 was created to challenge status quo and finally bring competition 
to the Hull connectivity market, until recently characterized by its 
monopolistic traits. 

Through its activity, ms3 contributes to bringing access to affordable 
internet to many deprived areas reducing the digital gap and creating 
jobs and training opportunities for young people. 

ESG APPROAC H & UPDATE

MS3 management team is very focused on creating a well-defined 
esg strategy which must be embedded in the company’s business 
strategy as well as in its culture and values. The company strongly 
believes that the involvement and alignment of all employees is key 
for this to succeed. As one of Asterion’s last acquisitions in 2021, 
the company has been working on the definition of an esg Action 
Plan with an external advisor, which will be reviewed and approved 
by the Board of Directors by the end of 2022. The Action Plan will 
be divided by annual targets with objectives to be met at the end of 
each year and will be reviewed on a yearly basis. Progress against the 
plan will be reported to the Board at least twice a year.

Some of the priorities for 2022 included in the first draft of the 
plan are: 

Governance: ms3 aims to adopt an internal esg Governance struc-
ture (including budget), overseen by the esg responsible, who was 
recently appointed (Head of hr will now oversee the full esg strate-
gy). 

Internal policies: The company has finalized its Data Protection 
and Anti-bribery Policies and as a priority for 2022 it will work  
on the enhancement of other internal policies.

Reporting: Develop an internal reporting structure with 
selected kpis. 

Management incentives: Agree performance-based incentives 
to ensure alignment of interest including esg targets.

Asterion Industrial Infra Fund II

I N V ESTMEN T DAT E : 

December 2021
H E A DQ UA RT ERS:  

Hull, UK
W EB IST E : 
w w w.ms3net work s .co.uk

SEC TO R: 

Telecom / Fibre
N UMB ER O F EMPLOY EES:  

19
2021 RE V EN U ES: 

c. GBP 700k
CO U N T R I ES  O F O PER AT I O N: 

UK 
A I P  % OW N ERSH I P : 

100% 
K P I  TO ME ASU RE IMPAC T 
# of  homes pa ssed

SD G CO N T R I BU T I O N
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ceb owns and operates a 446MW natural gas fired ccgt (combined 
cycle gas turbine), critical to the regional grid infrastructure that will 
generate electricity in Landivisiau, Brittany (France) with state-of-the-
art technology. 

Natural gas fired ccgt are a transition technology towards decar-
bonization that offer industry best-performance co2 emissions 
standards and produces significantly less ghg emissions than tradi-
tional gas-powered plants. This asset class is also designed to produce 
one-third of the no2 emissions and virtually eliminate so2 emissions 
in comparison with coal-fired plants, that are being phased out in 
France. In addition, the asset counts with photovoltaic panels for the 
on-premises use which generate zero-carbon electricity. 

Regarding water management, considering that electricity generation 
is globally one of the most water-intensive industries in terms of water 
withdrawals, ccgt technology allows reduced water requirements, 
causing low impact on municipal supplies. The plant can operate up 
to 8 days without fresh water supply.

On a social point of view, Landivisiau helps solve an increasing 
vulnerability of electricity supply in the Brittany region, driven by 
limited power production capacity constraining the grid to import 
electricity from other regions, high electricity demand growth from 
sound economic and demographic growth and growing penetration 
of renewables, with discontinuity conditions. 

In this context, Landivisiau provides a significant and stable produc-
tion capacity. It provides a long-awaited relief for the power system of 
the area. The capacity deficit was identified in 2011 when the capacity 
tender for Landivisiau was held, and the plant’s importance is recog-
nized through the long-term capacity contract with EdF (Électricité 
de France, the French multinational electric utility compan). Its state-
of-the-art high energy efficiency ranks ceb second in terms of mar-
ginal cost of production in the French merit order, allowing the plant 
to be dispatched flexibly when then market requires thermal gener-
ation. It supports the existing and future expansion of intermittent 
renewable power generation, providing flexible back up generation 
capacity for the system in times of lower renewables generation.

eu Taxonomy is currently being developed to establish the technical 
criteria for inclusion of natural gas-related investments as a sustain-
able economic activity. With the preliminary information we have 
today, it seems natural gas will be considered a transition technology 
and therefore sustainable for now, although with a number of caveats 
for future projects, that Landivisiau does not meet today (although it 
could be able to meet some of them by the proposed timelines).  
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Despite this doubt, we strongly believe this is an investment that promotes environmental characteristics 
(climate change mitigation and climate change adaptation specifically) given these assets are critical to allow 
for the energy transition.

Landivisiau will generate electricity with state-of-the-art ccgt technology meeting industry best-performance 
co2 emissions standards, producing significantly lower GHG emissions than other fossil fuelled genera-
tion. In fact, the EU Platform on Sustainable Finance in its February 2, 2022 report designates the ccgt tech-
nology as “the most efficient gas-fired power known”. In addition, thanks to its attractive technological features, 
Landivisiau will ensure more economic dispatch and lower carbon footprint than most ccgt plants and 
such technology could allow the project (over the next 15 years) to blend biogas and/or green hydrogen and/or 
be coupled with a carbon capture unit.

C E RTIFIC ATIONS 

Operator Siemens Energy holds iso 14001 certification for their o&m for the Pont-sur-Sambre and Toul ccgts.

ESG APPROAC H & UPDATE

Landivisiau ccgt is an asset managed by TotalEnergies and Asterion with operations and maintenance provid-
ed by epc partner Siemens. 

Both TotalEnergies and Siemens, have demonstrated best practices in esg Performance. In this context, As-
terion, will work closely with them to ensure the implementation of esg best-in-class policies and procedures. 
Additionally, Asterion is committed to continuously and actively foster and monitor progress on esg matters 
in the investment and collaborate on the development of best-in-class governance and processes through their 
positions in the board.
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